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The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

In Our 91st Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Aftt-rn,,on, June 17, 1970

Nixon Expected To Appoint
Economic Watchdogs Today

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXX1 No.

143

NUNN ANNOUNCES 21
ADDITIONAL MILES OF
PAVING FOR CALLOWAY
Second

ion at no
EDT.
The proposal is a depart
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Pres- for Nixon. He announced at
ident Nixon was expected to an- first news conference after
nounce today he will appoint a auguration he would scrap th
commission to bring public op- wage-pnce guidelines the Keninion to bear against inflation- nedy' and Johnson
ary increases in wages or prices. lions tried to maintain. He said
Informed sources said the then the guidelines were in
wage-price panel will be feat- fective and unfair.
ured in the President's long- At that time Nixon also reawaited - economic
address, nounced the use of "jawbonwhich also will assure the public ing," the techniqtle of presidenthat the economy is basically tial persuasion that reached its
sound.
peak in the confrontations beThe speech will be carried to tween President John F. Kenthe nation by radio and totem- nedy and the steel industry and
A revival is planned at the
President Lyndon B. Johnson
Coldwater Methodist Church beand the copper industry.
ginning Sunday, June 21 end
,Nixon was almost certain tocontinirmg through June 26.
day to not go so far as to reThe visiting evangelist will
commend that kind of "jaw- WASHINGTON (UPI) -Pres- be the Rev. John A. Jones, pashoning" or to institute wage and ident Nixon has set July 1 for tor of the Kirksey Methodist ----Governor Louie B. Nunn toprice guideposts.
the nation's second draft lottery Church.
day announced that Calloway
On the eve of Nixon's speech, following a Supreme Court Services will begin nt'-r:45 County will receive 21.25 miles
Godson Petit, reservoir research biolog 1st, second from right, Is shown leading students from Calloway County High School in a session of applied ecology at Nathan BedAll members of W. 0. W. the Senate Democratic, Policy tiling that could produce a p. m. each evening. Special of blacktop on county roads
ford Forrest State Park at the Clean Teens Camp Out. Left to right is Miss Cathy LockRanger Units 808 Hazel, 810 Committee unanimously adopt- flood of applications from singing will be arranged by this year.
hart, Miss Kathryn Hardie, and Gary Le. Potts.
Kirksey and 814 Murray be- ed a resolution urging Nixon to young men seeking conscien- Jimmy Willies.
The Governor said that the
The new pastor of the church, project will be in addition to
tween the ages of 8 and 18 are re-establish wage and price tious objector status.
guidelines.
es Griffith, and the church the regular County Road Aid asked to meet at the large paSelective Service Director
members have extended an in- allotment.
vilion of the Murray City Park, The Democratic leaders stopp- Curtis W. Tarr, at a n
vitation to the public to attend.
Saturday, June 20, 19'70, at 2:00 ed short of calling for manda- conference Tuesday,
Highway Commissioner Eutory wage, price and profits
p. m.
gene Goss said, "Calloway Counruling,
which
alio
&gist
ants
District Manager James A. controls, although Sen. Mike to
ty has only 26 percent of its
invoke
the claim
of
Parker and other leaders will Mansfield, chairman of the com- conscientious objector on moral
county roads blacktopped, which
discussmittee.
said
they
were
be present to discuss the St.
is a very low percentage conk
or ethical as well as religious
Louis ball game trip planned ed.
pared to the state average. This
gotaids, will not apply retroacalso
urged
The
Democrats
for this summer.
mileage allotment is intended
vely.
Three Calloway County youth Persons
unable to attend sho- Nixon to call a national c
to alleviate this situation."
He said it will not apply to
attended one day of the Clean uld call James
The projects authorized are
A. Parker at ence of business and labor- eid- anyone who has been ordered to
w
accidents
traffic
Two
Teens Environmental Camp Out 753-4377 or
employers on inflation
753-1910.
Oliver Cherry's C.annas are
report for induction and also Investigated by the Murray P listed as follows: the Len Law
held over the weekend at Nathe
powers
to
exejollë
ment;
son Road from KY 121 extendabout to bloom.
than Bedford Forrest State Park
given h*.eby Congress in De said it does not mean a youth lice Department on Tuesday ing southerly 0.8 mile, the Old
INJURED IN FALL
can seek exemption as an according to the reports file
at Eva, Tennessee. The Clean
credit;
and
to
cemr-W'i
control
Backusburg Road frIlu KY 484
We have some Sweet Williams
Teens of Tennessee are a Dick"responsibility fox objector to "this particular by the officers.
(no relation) growing at the
to the Gob -Mt. Olive Church
Steve Fairchild, son of M. ssume his
Mildred
8:50
at
war"night
Vietnam.
Last
son, Tennessee youth group inRoad (2.5 miles), the Chestnut
base of the big Hard Head
and Mrs. Gene Fairchild of dealing with the recession."
Street,
8th
South
301
Barnett,
terested in learning more about
Tarr said guidelines were
Hickory.
tried to set a cold drink bottle Grove Lookout Tower Road
their environment and how to Creve Coeur, Missouri, is a patbeing sent out to local draft
ient
at
St.
John's
Mercy
HospiWAITING
WIVES
up, and lost control of the car, from the Squire Workman Road
preserve and improve it
boards
across the nation according to the police report. to the Cherry Corner-PotterHickory Nuts u big as banty
The day began with a trail tal there where he underwent
The Waiting Wives Club will advising them how to handle She then hit a light pole, the town Road (2 mlles), the Hickwalk at 6:00 a.m. led by Mack surgery 'Tuesday morning. He
objector applications in light of police report said.
ory Grove Road from the Cain
Prichard, Park Naturalist for was injured in a fall on April meet at the home of Jan Vance,
the court's decision of two days
Speaking of footprints, we and
Barnett suffered face Road to the Robert Jackson
the State of Tennessee. The 26. He is the grandson of Mr. North 18th Street, at 7:30
Sgt. Jerry W. Caldwell
braises, according to Road (0.2 mile), the Robert
a bunch of other folks, made
morning session included talks and Mrs. Norman Klapp and Friday. June 19. All wives whose ago. Tarr conceded that local and
one yesterday. The Ledger and
by Du Pont Chemists, Dr. Mike Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Hubbs, all jbanda are serving in the boards would have a tough time the police report. Damage was Jackson Road from the Hickory
?tines observed its twenty-third
see invited to attend. with some applications.
resorted to the whole front end Glove Road to the Charley KilBaloga and Richard Abell, on of Murray.
Nixon
signed
an
executive
iii41764,
41feal.fr a
It
-1S--iielir-ftevire-,
the car and the light pole ler Road (1.7 miles), the Cain
of
water and the Tree/nett-8f
order
eliminating
state
and
paper. We changed to daily
involved in the coatis- Road from KY 484 to the HickCars
Water.
loCal quotas- in the drawing of ion at 5:10 p.m. were a 1061 ory Road (0.9 mile), 4/is Van
publication on June 18, 1047 and
After lunch a session of apthe July 1 draft lottery for Chevrolet two door sedan own- Cleve Road from KY 464 to KY
yesterday it was June 16, 1970.
plied ecology was led by Geyouths who turn 19 during 1970. ed by Higgins Used Cars and 94 (5.3 miles), the KY 94-Deader
Research
Fteservoir
l'etirden
How can we celebrate the oc- Jerry William Caldwell, on Biologist, and John Condor, DisThe lottery held last Decem- driven by Daniel Elwood Higg- Road from KY 94 to the Holcasion, we says to ourself. Nat- of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cald- trict Biologist, Fisheries Divisber set numbers based on ins of Benton Route Five, and land Cemetery Road (1.5 miles).
urally since eating is one cf well, 703 Chestnut Street, Mur- ion, Tennessee Game and Fish
birthdates for men who were a 1987 Chevrolet four door hard- The Overby Road from KY 94
Wanda Adams to the Old Salem Road (1.4
our primary hobbies, we says, ray, was recently promoted to Commission. This included fos(Continued on Pao* Eleven) top driven by
we'll just call old Wylie and get Sergeant E-4.
Colson of 705 Sycamore Street, miles), the Old Salem Road
sil
study
and
demonstrations
on
from the Squire Workman Road
him to bring in some food fcr Calavrell is now serving his water sampling and biological
Murray.
all the folks here, and their overseas duty at Ramey AFB indicators of water quality.
Higgins was going west on to KY 121 (0.7 mile), the Green
is
stationed
Puerto Rico and
Sycamore Street and said he Plain Church Road from the Lofamilies. So we do.
After a swim period and supwith the 72nd Bombardment
had stopped for the traffic in cust Grove Road to KY 899 (2
per
the
day's
program
was
conHers comes Wylie with a car Wing in the field of communica- cluded with a talk on the Ecofront of him. Mrs. Colson, fol- miles), the Squire Workman
been at Ramey
lowing Higgins, said she stopp- Road from KY 280 to the Old
full of things which he unloads tions. He has
1969, and re- logy of Kentucky Lake ReserScott Downs of Murray Route ed, then moved up, hitting the Salem Road (2.4 miles), and the
and puts on a long table inthe since December 9,
voir
and
the
showing
of
three
1,
Calloway County has the
back shop. He tote's In a big ceived his promotion May
Murray State
947 Five, age ten, was treated at Higgins ear in the rear end, Squire Adams Road from KY
1970 after completing all train- award-winning films on conser- highest percentage of its popupan of fri*--‘3.icken, boiling
vation by Dr. Hunter Hancock,
Kentucky State
1 the emergency room of the Mur- according to the police report. 484 extending southerly to the
ing.
ray-Calkway Countak, Hospital Damage to the Higgins car beginning of the blacktop (2.25
hot beans, boiling hot baked
Chairman, Department of Bio- lation enrolled in higher educaMorehead State
2
has
Barney,
Caldwell
at
tion than any county in Ken- University of Ky.
on Tuesday at five p.
notatoes, ice cream, pie, slaw, While
was on the rear end and to the miles).
State
University
logy,
Murray
36
Governor Nunn said that the
tucky, according to figures reThe young boy reportedly Colson ear on the front end.
iced tea, hot coffee. He brings taken an interest in his SquadThose
attending
were
Gary
Western
Kentucky
1
projects are scheduled for comfell off the diving bawd at the
in the plates, silverware, salt, ron's activities. He is presently Lee Potts, Miss Kathryn Hardie leased by Dwain McIntosh, PubTotal
swimming pool at the Oaks
pletion this year.
pepper, butter, napkids, even starting -first baseman on the and Miss Cathy Lockhart. They lic Information Director of
softball team which is in first
Local students enrolled at in- Country Club and hit his head,
Murray State University.
lemon for the tea.
were
accompanied
by
Mrs.
Morplace with a 18-1 record. Also
dependent
four
year
irgitulions accertling to the report from
VANDALISM
According to his report CalCaldwell will, if work permits, gan Sisk. It is hoped that a
are as follows: Georgetown 1; the hospital offt lats.
W. got all this laid out on the play on the squadron golf team Clean Teens group may be start- loway County last year had 996
Dear
Editor:
University of Louisville 8 for a
Vandalism was reported to
He was treated and released.
table and then we set in just a as he is carrying a four handi- ed in Calloway County this fall. persons out of the total population of 24,800 enrolled in high- total of seven.
The Calloway County Young the Peoples Bank Drive In Bank
Padgett
Kelly,
sponsor
of
the
chornpul and a hollering.
cap which is the fourth lowest
Calloway County has one stuDemocrats will elect their 1970- on South 12th Street, accordDickson group, and a few mem- er education. This is a percenton the entire Ramey Golf Club,
71 club officers at an important ing to the, report made to the
bers of that group have agreed age of 4.02 of the total popu- dent enrolled in a community
Everybody in the shop had plen- an 18 hole golf course.
business meeting, Thursday, Murray 'Police ,Department this
to come to Murray this fall to lation. The average in Kentucky college, this one being Paducah
ty to eat along with husbander_ _
Community College.
gur _ Ails parents tecently spent help organize the group if suf is 2.26 per cent.
wives and children.
June 18, at 8:00 p.m. at the, cjty morning at'5:30 a.m. Someone
had thrown an object thro " Calloway County studedir
'i-ilft.vieeks therewith their ....._ ficient interest is shown.
hall.
.
grand daughter had
is student is enrolled in an
the sign breaking it, the police
rolled at four year state sup- independent junior college, Arvey Glen Sims was honored
can chew now since she has
The Calloway County Young
ported institutions are as fol- Lindsey Wilson Junior College. at Mummy State University Democrats is an organization report said.
lows:
(Continued on Page Eleven)
The total of Calloway County Livestock Pavilion Saturday, designed primarily for the purBICYCLE ACCIDENT
students enrolled in all institu- June 13 with a dioner is recog- pose of providing a means
tions amounts to 996.
nition of twelve years service through which local young peoJimmy Ray Jarrett of Murray
Calloway County students who to the 4-H program of Calloway ple can begin to take a more Route Five,
age thirteen, was
County.
direct
and
a
were college freshmen last fall
more meaningful
treated fit the emergency room
toniled 198.
Appreccimately seventy - five part in the activities of our
United l'r••• International
of theVurray-Calloway County
her when South Vietnamese and
By ROBERT C. MILLER
The percentage of Calloway attended the event. Mr. Sims government.
Hospital on Monday. He sufferPHNOM PENH (UPI)- New Cambodian troops cleared the
County 1989 high school grad- was presented a gift by the
We, the Executive committee ed a laceration to right leg hi
West Kentucky: irenerally fighting broke out today south- last North Vietnamese forces
uates to enter"dillege is 42.1 Cenoway County 4-11 Council
of the Calloway Young Demo- a bicycle accident, according to
fair, warm and huinid through west of Phnom Penh, again from the'key town of Kompong
d his mine friends.-e
The average in the state '4
Thursday with slight chance blocking the highway from the SPeu, 30 tulles southwest of the
A resolution was poled- by crets.lteould like to Mints-emu hospital-officials.
and the nety
Is
41.8
Mrs. ttaylord Forrest, Red iojsal average is 50.2 per cent. the 4-LI Club Council thanking young person in Calloway, ages
of afternoon thundershowers capital to the coast. The vital capital.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Thursday. Highs in the 90s road had been reopened ainly
Cambodian military spokes- Cross Water Safety chairman The latter figures show that
for the leadership he has 16 through 35, to attend this important
meeting.
Love in the 70s. Wind souther- Tuesday when the last Commu- men said North Vietnamese and announces that the Beginner Calloway County is above the
and for the achieveJackie Newberry of Murray
nist troops were driven from Viet Cong casualties at Kamp- and Intermediate classes were
ly 10-15 m.p.h.
Executive Committee
the local 4-H clubs have
state average in high school
Route Six is a patient at the
Kompong Speu.
ong Speu were more than 200 filled by 9:00 am. today. A fee
Calloway County
graduates to enter college and gained throughout the twelve
Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville,
A Cambodian military spokes- killed while the Cambodians de- vacancies remain in lifesaving
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Young Democrats Club
he served in Galloway Coabout even with the national
Tenn. He underwent surgery on
Extended weather outlook for man also said rail traffic be- scribed their own casualties as and swimmers.
Chairman
Ronnie
Jackson,
unty.
average
this
in
category.
Monday and is in Room B-6213.
Kentucky Friday through Sun- tween Phnom Penh and Bang- "light."
A waiting list of approximate
kok, Thailand was halted by
The spokesman said there ly 50 beginners was taken. r
day:
lighting at Krang Loves, 40 were alternate military roads forts are being made to secur
Chance of showers and a f
thundershowers Friday, Satur- miles northwest of the capital. to the port of Kampong Som, a pool and instructors so VI,The latest fighting was at known as Sihanoukville before these disappointed children ma
day and Sunday.
Not so warm Friday through Trimming Kraleng, 45 miles the ouster of Prince Norodom have lessons at a later date in (Soocial Se the Lodger & Thom) swer is that many families who was $285.
repairs and genersouthwest' of Highway 4 from Sihanouk March 18 But all nor- the summer.
Sunday.
Many homeowners spent con- al ueep,Jincluding painting,
had been contemplating selling
began
low
Phnom
80s
to
Penh.
The
Calloway
mid
road
linking
NEW
YORK
Highs Friday
"Parents and children
mal commercial routes ware
their present dwellings and mov- siderably more than this, of pluznbfg, roof re-shingling,
90s. Highs Saturday and Sun- Phnom Penh and the port of closed.
lining up at the Red Cross chap- County families are going in lox- ing into newer homes found course, and others much less, electric
work, floor sanding
home
improvements in a big that they couldn't do so.
day upper 70s and lower 80s Kampong Som had been reNorth
Vietnamese
troops ter office at 6:00 this morning",
since only a small proportion of and the like. Lows Friday upper 60s and low opened less than 24 hours ear- seized the government rest a spokesman stated, "testifying Way these days.
They were held in check by them undertake major improveTo a greater extent than ever
house at Kompong Chhnang, 60 to the interest in this program. They are spending more mo- the tight money conditions, ments in any one year.
705. Lows Saturday and Sunday
before, these jobs are being
miles northwest of Phnom Penh We want every one to know lter for alterations, additions, which made mortgages difficult
mid 50s to lower 60s.
During 1969, according to a tackled by the owners thems•.oensonsoio on rows &MIMS; that we are making every effort replacement and maintenance. to obtain, and by the high insample survey conducted by the selves. This do-it-yourself trend
KENTUCKY LAKE STAGES
to arrange for additional less than they ever did.
terest rates that made for very
Department of Commerce and was brought about by the high
In the past year, local' home big mortgage payments.
Kentucky Lake elevations as
ons. Red Cross chapter officio
RESCUE Squat,
measured by Tennessee Valley
believe it vital that eve* Cal owners spent an estimated $1,- They decided, therefore, to reports from the National As- cost of labor and the scarcity of
A very important meeting of
Authority at 7 a.m. this mornloway County citizen be given 414,000 to spruce up their do the next best thing - fix sociation of Home Builders, ap- competent mechanics.
proximately $13.3 billion wiss
The Murray Fire and Rescue the opportunity to learn to homes, based upon government up their present places.
ing with predictions to mid- the Murray Colt League BaseAs a result, much of the $1.ball will be held at the Murray Squad answered a call Tuesday swim," Mrs. Forrest concluded. data showing average outlays Their biggest expenditure, in spent by homeowners throughnight tonight.
414,000 spent in the year in
Kentucky /1W 359.3, fall 0.4 City Hall on Thursday. June 18, at 9:43 am. te a truck fire on
Water Safety Instructors are per housing unit in the region- mod cases, was for additions, out the country to refurbish Calloway County for home imtheir property. This compares
the Squire Holland road east of still needed to assist with the al area.
Kentucky TW 303.8, rise 1.3 at eight p. m
Iterations and replacements. .with
$12.7 billion in the pre- provements went to local merRonald Crouch, president of Wiggins Furniture Copayany. June 22-July 2 classes and It represented an average ex- This accounted for
Scott Fitzhugh 339.3, fall 0.4
61 percent vious year.
chants selling paint, hardware,
the
league,
urges
all
Damage
ofinterested
to tlie three ton truck should contact the chapter
Penditure locally of $221 per f the total.
Sunset today 8:07, sunrise
paneling, electrical supplies and
parents
to
attend this meeting was reported minor.
unit. Nationally, the average The other 39 percent was for
Thursday 5:97.
fice 753-1421.
Why the increase? The ,L an- such.
By NORMAN KEMPSTER

Draft
Lottery Set
For July 1

W.O.W. Meeting Set.
For Saturday, St.
Louis Trip Is Topic

Revival Planned At
' Coldwater Methodist

Calloway Youth
At Clean Teens
Camp Out Meet

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Sgt. Jerry Caldwell
Is Promoted Recently

Projects To
Be Completed
This,/ear

One Injured In
Accident Here

County Leads State
In Percentage In
Higher Education

Scott Downs Suffers
Fall At Local Pool

Letter to the Editor

Dinner Honoring Glen
Sims Held On Saturday

New Fighting Breaks Out
WEATHER REPORT West Of Phnom Penh

Swimming Classes
By Red Cross Are
Completed Early _

Local Families Spending More On Home Improvement

Murray Colt League
Plans Thursday Meet

4
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PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIKES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Lae, Consolldanon of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and
The Times-Herald, October 30, 1938, and the West Kentuckian,
January 1, 1.943.
leg N. 4th Bisset, Murray, Eimeasky

social Security benefits paid
to residents of Calloway County
totaled $308,000 a month as
um ended, Charles M. Whitaker, social security district manWe reserve the right to reject any AdverUsing. Letters to the &titan
ager, reported today.
or Public Voice items wnic.n, in our 091.13100. esw arta Tar rim WI
A benefit increase, signed ininterest of our 1151110era.
*, law by President Nixon on
December 30, 1969, has since
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00,Ile
Mecum Ave, Memphis, Term.; Time & Lite Ridigs Slav Y.N.Y.
raised the monthly rate 0( pay!Dent by 15 percent for the 4,197
biseuuenson king, Detroit, Mich.
social security beneficiaries in
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
Calloway County, Whitaker nottransmission as Second Class Matter
ed.
Of the social security beneficSUIMICIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per weak sac per
iaries living in this area, 2,885
Monui glna. In Catioway and adjoining =muss, per Year. ar04.
are retired workers aid their
'Zones 1 &4 gls.uu,
ewhere Utak All service subscriptions $11-IN
dependents. Another 745 are
-The theunesailang civic Awes of a Conway ihe
receiving benefits as the surIniegrity tit us Newspaper'
vivors of workers who have died.
and 475 are getting benefits as
disabled workers or the dependants of disabled workers.
Whitaker pointed out that alARGENTINA'S NEW LEADM-Hrig, Gen. Roberto Marcelo
though the majority of social
Levingston (middle I enters a car in Buenos Aires after his
security beneficiaries are older
appointment as president of Argentina. Levingston, 50, has
people, about one out of every
Washin
embassy
Argentina's
at
been a military attache
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
four is under age 60.
ington since 1968.
In the State of Kentucky,
183,161 people under age 80 are
collecting social security payDeaths reported are 011ie Harrison, age 70, and Mrs. Annie
ments each month. The 74,987
Smotherman, age 72.
who are under 18 are receiving
James N. Roberts of Murray has graduated from the Seb001 of
payments because of working
Dentistry at St. Louis University with a Doctor of Dental surgery
father or mother has died or is
degree.
getting social security disability
Verne Kyle, general manager of the Murray Manufacturing Comor retirement benefits.
pany vas the speaker at the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
By LEE BELSER
Of the 9,005 who are 18
Johnny Kof and David Watson were among those who participatCentral Press Association
through 21 years of age, most
ed in Kentucky State 4-fl Talent Show.
Correspondent
are getting students' benefits
'TOWSON, Md. - There are
under a provision which permits
quite a few "effete snobs" who
the continuation of a child's
would like to trim Vice Presibeenfits past his or her 18th
Agnew
down
to
Spiro
T.
dent
birthday, and up to age 22 if
only
One
-man
sine, but there's
he or she is attending school
who can do it and get paid for
•
full time.
mildthe job. He's bespectacled,
LEDGER & TIMES ME
But
in
this
18
to
22
age
group,
mannered Kenneth Smith -- the
Whitaker said, are some other
Veep's barber.
types of beneficiaries, illustratSmith, whose shop is situated
W. Z. Carter has been appointed as deputy district governor
ing the broad family protection
here in Towson, near one of
of Lions International by the newly elected governor, Art Henry
that is provided working people
Agnew's old business offices.
of Russellville.
of all ages under the social sechas been snipping the vice
The U. S. Treasury Department announced today that 9.1 presidential tresses ever since
urity program.
per cent of the savings bond quota for Calloway County has been Agnew served as a lowly memA number are the children of
sold.
retired, disabled, or deceased
ber of the Baltimore County
Guy Billington and family and Ray Brownfield are attending Board of Appeals.
workers who became disabled
the 41st annual Rotary International convention in Detroit, Mich,
Mr. Agnew's basic beliefs,"
before they reached 18 and who
Tom Covington is pictured today with a 6 pound 2 ounce bass said Smith, "haven't changed
will probably never be able to
one bit since the early days of
he caught at Kentucky Lake.
go to work and become self suphis political career. He was alporting. The benefits of these
ways a firm believer in abiding
young people, severely handiby the law, a real stickler for
capped by physical or mental
justice and this is what he
disabilities, will continue indestands for today."
finitely and benefits are also
•
•
•
payable to their mothers if the
NOW that his star client lives
disabled son or daughter is in
Barber Kenneth Smith
in Washington. Smith often
the
mother's care.
makes
and
shears
his
packs
up
my
right
me:
because
he
is
at
the
Lord
always
before
I have set
fight for it' even if everyone
Another small but significant
the 45-minute drive to Agnew's
hand, I shall not be moved.-Psalm 16:8.
else was against it and it apgroup of youthful social secursuite in ,the Sheraton Hotel,
When we place the Lord first, we can resist temptation.
peared to be a bad, move po- ity beneficiaries are those who
Washington. But like as not,
litically."
it4744,..
receiving social security
the Veep zips over to Towson
When the Veep sweeps into so
benefits as disabled workers.
for his every 10-day shearing.
favorite
kir
barbershop,
he's
Under a 1967 change in the law,
1. thought ,my days as Agaccompanied by four or
new's barber were over when
fttrr Secret Servicemen, but it disability benefits can be paid
moved
to Washington,"
he
doesn't
bother the 1tarber to a persos who becomes disSmith admitted;'"but then one
"They just.sit down'and wait.' abled for work even if he has
day Mrs. Agnew called and
Smith said. :They're about as less than five years of work unasked if I could come to Washpleasant a. group of people at der social security. As little as
ington and get her husband
a year and a half is required in
you'relroing to find."
straightened out." That was a
• • •
the case of a worker who beyear ago and Smith is still at it.
SOMETIMES Agnew has te comes disabled before age 24.
"Mr. Agnew gets what we
wait hinturn for a haircut. "Be
call the businessman's cut,"
doesn't pull any priority wher
Smith commented and added
he comes in here," His barber
that the man, whose name now
said. "If the shop is crowded
Is a household word wears his he
waits no matter how maay
hair a little longer than in the people are
ahead of him."
"very

Ten Years Ago Today

Agnew's Barber

He Keeps Veep in Trim!

-20-Years-Ago Today

Bible Thoughtfor Today

old days, but it's still
conservative."
• • •

SMITH said Agnew seldom
talks politics in the barber's

chair, but recalled that the former governor of Maryland
thought his vice presidential
chances were "slim. He believed
Maryland was too small a state
to hit the big leagues."
Agnew's barber is convinced
of his important client's "utter
sincerity." "If he believes in
something," Smith said, "he'd

•

Alillesegihisowssep pcipapp--Jeurnes Cheese 29 Vineland
N.J.. tips the scales at 716 pounds in Milwaukee. Wis., as
David Lee. vice president of Weight Losers of Wisconsin,
Inc., cheeks the figures. Lee and wife Adele, president
of
Weight Losers7-will teach Chasse how to cook meals
they
say will enable him to lose 550 pounds in
three to four years
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AND THE COUNT GOES ON-The body of a HuaraVresident is carried from the rubble
of what once was a city in Peru. An estimated 50.000 persons died In the earthquake
that hit the country.
(Radiophoto I

Nuns helping the tourists

ted. Then Sister Rose, 59, visitors.
By DANIEL DROSDOFF
Tlie Mother Superior keeps
got an idea: why not raise
SAN CARLOS DE BA-M- money the way everyone else busy.
In the morning she
(UPI)
-A
IA:OCHE, Argentina
was making money in Bariloche works in the hospital and in the
woman of imagination and en- -catering to tourism?
afternoon she tends to the
terprise is Rose Cavina, Mother
It just so happened that the cabins. Her hands have beSuperior of the Little Sisters 8,6 acre lot where the building come calloused, first from
of Our Linty of Rosario.
was under construction was lo- wielding a hammer and saw
Five years ago the Little cated on the road to the Llao helping to build the cabins.
order Liao Peninsula, a 14-mile
Sisters, of an
-Now Ae_s_teltdily
of nuns tharipecializesin edli stretch of scenic highway along feeding chickens, tending the'
cation and hospital assistance lake Nahuel Huapi and connec- garden, and occasionally chopwork, ran out of money and ting a string of hostels, motels, ping wood. The busy work
were forced to halt construcdoubles up when the hired
tion on a two-story school hotels, cabins, and estates.
man goes on vacation.
Bariloche is known as the
building four and one-half miles
"I m tired," she said. Her
"Switzerland
of
Argentina."
Bariloc
he.
from
hope is td one day run the
It
is
a region of lakes, pine school. She resigned her ad'We just went broke," said
Sister Rose who heads a team forests, and ski camps 978 ministrative post last year at
of four nurses at Bariloche miles southwest of Buenos the hospital to avoid a transfer
Tourists come there required by her order after
Hospital, the only hospital in Aires.
40,000
peso on the average of 10,000 a 18 years in Bariloche-"They
A
town.
(S11,428) government grant month in the summer for camp- said I could head the school
wasn't enough to complete the .ing, the cool climate, and once it's built." She is aided
scenery, and in winter(summer by the four sisters of the same
job.
EDT a while the Sisters fretin the northern hemisphere)for order who work in the hospital.
skiing.
The cabins of the Little
The Little Sisters, with their Sisters of Rosario are well
own invade and some help known to the businessmen of
from the townfolk, built five Bariloche. Their rates are highToday is Wednesday, June 17, vacation cabins.
ly competitive, around 11 pesos
the 168th day of 1970 with 197 to
"The cabins are paying, and per night per person ($3.14),
follow.
the school will be finished about two thirds the going
The moon is between its first shortly,"
the Mother Superior price.
quarter and full phase.
now says with satisfaction.
The nuns do no advertising,
The
morning stars are
They were built with pine; bap two-and-a-half years'
ate
Mercury and Saturn.
hammers, and nails. Doors and word of the cabins has spread
The evening stars are Venus, woodwork were donated by a
rapidly.
Mars and Jupiter.
rancher who was tearing down
"I have reservations for the
Draft age men born on this an old farmhouse at a nearby
skiing season months in addate are number 73 in the draft hacienda. A pump was invance." the Mother Superior
lottery.
stalled to brine water from a said.
In 1928 Amelia Earhart nearby mountain stream.
became the first woman to fly
The cabins, which can hold
the
Atlantic. She was a a total of 27 visitors, are
passenger on a plane piloted by heated by wood stoves. Near
Wilmer Stultz from Newfound- them is a vacant lot where camland to Wales.
pers can park cars and pitch
In 1954 the Senate subcom- tents for 150 centavos (43
mittee investigation of a clash cents). Also on the grounds IttOttolmleettmtimtellttot*
3* ENDS TON1TE
between the U.S. Army and are a chicken coop, which
ProSen. Joseph McCarthy ended vides tourists and neighbors
Being the Veep's barber has
"NEWS ANGELS
3
after 36 days and 2 million
its fringe benefits, aside from
with fresh eggs, and a cow,
words of testimony.
the glamor. Smith snagged a
In 1967 Red China announced producing fifth milk for the
special invitation from Agnew
to witness the thrilling take-oft
FRANKFORT, Ky.- The De- It had exploded a hydrogen
000000000000000C
of Apollo 12 _at Capii-Rwitiedy partment of Parks has purchas- bomb.....
last year and flew to the Cape ed compaction garbage trucks In 1968 the U.S. Supreme
with the vice presidential party to replace incinerators at five Court ruled that an 1886 law
Smith likes to think that be- state parks.
bars raciaj discrimination in
ing the Veep's personal barber
W James Host, commissioner housing sales and rentals.
LULA)UULIUUL)
ULJUOUUUL:
is not the item that lures other
00C)
of Parks, called the purchase a
--00C)
clients to his shop. "It's the
A thought for the day: British 000UVQVVVVUUULAAJO0C)
frontal attack on air pollution
work I do," he insisted. -- "If
C00000000000000000000C)
poet
Sir
John
in
Kentucky.
The
compaction
Suckling
said,
people didn't like my haircuts
Features: 1:11, 7:1S &
trucks will cut down on air pol- "Women are the baggage ot;
they wouldn't be back!"
ooc0000000p0000Cub0000C)
lution by compacting refuse and life; they are troublesome, and (.)0000c.00c,
-00000co )
.
oc,oc>c,
,hauling it to land fills for dis- hinder us in the great march,,g8888882EL
c
•
.
,
tos
posal.
yet we cummA be wftWod3
Goodbye-to old No. 9Parks to receive the- n-ens-thism;9-

Searelris on
,40--HOLIAWOOD (UPI) Columbia Pictures has an- Trieste's last remaining street
nounced it will conduct a car line has been replaced by
search for "the next Raquel s bus service. It was line
Welch" to star in "'Creatures No. 9, the favorite of James
the World Forgot."
Joyce in the years he spent in
Trieste.

-411-

Treat
America
out

ALMANAC

Trucks
Purchased,

Today'
Boston (Brett
(Morehead 2-2), n)g
WashIngken (Brio
(Kaat 5-4), night
New York (Pete
Wee*, 5-1). night
Oakland (Hinter
5-2), night
California (Murp
(Austin 0.0), night
Milwaukee (Brat
more (McNally 5.4

Yesterda
Boston 7, Kam
Minnesota 7,1
New York 6,
Cleveland 11,
Detroit 5, Oak
Milwaukee at I

Cards Ask
Briles On

ST. LOUIS (
Cardi
esclay that t
application to
Nelson Briles
disabled list.
The Cardinal
lefthander Jeri
their Tulsa
replace Briles.
Briles, handic
hamstring musi
month, is in
examined by
the Cardinal's
The Cardinal:
that they soil
Willis to San D
been pitching 1
the AA Texas
In return, the
purchased from
Etheridge, who
to TuLsa.
outs

a

NICKLAUS AD'
NEW YORK
Nicklaus advanc
sixth in this
money standing
of $72,235. Lei
the list with$109
Rounding out
Dick Lots, 1
Player, $88,07
$73,490, and
$72,702.

38€18186884UUU
368688
3.08starts
'
roc`
Thursday,oc

KaDllicta-tie

LUCILLE BALL
HENRY FONDA

thru Sat.

"T

"yours,
• Mine
,thd
OVRSes
\\ JOHNSON

ipas

truckli areillia"1
"
.1.1111
Barkley, Buckhorn, Pine Moun- o000000000000 0000000
Lake
Cumberland.
lain, and
Economic Development Administration (EDA) grants have
TWIFATFEt
paid from 50-80 per cent of the
rost of each truck since the meeelmmesweeleoliwkwileeireqie)
Doc)
)oo
units cost over $11,000 a piece. )0°
DO(
;000060000b00000000000(

TOM FIOXI.FY

>00 Today thru Sat.)6,ONEOFTHEYEARS1OBESP"

COM
by Deluxe
Unit Disnry
JULES VERNE'S
seareh of the

%ow.owl 14••••••• •••••••

111(01WIWARIfal
,,,drrays

rArlAbk1 4

WW
I

RIIIILEr

,_1
11

Party, Term
Telephone No.
Ends
City
(area Cede 202)
Wpublican 1975
225-4343
L'ville
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TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Smith Spears Piniella Drive
On Fence To Save Sox's Win

Mets Top Cincinnati In
Near 3 Hour Game Tuesday

MSU Mile Relay
Team To Run In
NCAA This Week
Quartermiler Tommy Turner
and the Murray State mile relay
team will run in the NCAA track
meet this weekend at Drake University in Des Moines, Iowa.
Turner, a junior at MSU, finished fourth in the NCAA quarter
when he was a freshman and has
twice been r unner-up in the NCAA
Indoor 600-yard dash. Last weekend, he finished third in his
event in the USTFF Meet with
his best time of the year, a 45.8
World record holder Calls Mills
of Texas A&M won with a 45.5.
The mile relay ofRandySmith,
Lee Roy McGinnis, Ashman Samuels, and Turner also finished
third in the USTFF with a time
of 3:07.8, a Murray record. Rice
won the even in 3:07.5 and Tennessee was second with a 3:07.7.
Smith had a leadoff lap of 48.3,
McGinnis a 47.1, Samuels a47.0,
and Turner a 45.0.

Cleveland beat California, 9-2,
By VITO STELLINO
safeties to run his consecutive
kty STU CAMEN
Boston edged Kansas City, 7-5,
UPI Sperts Welter
UPI Sports Writer . earn hitting stgeak to 15 in the
Jim McAndrew started pitch- Minnesota beat Washington, 74,
Reggie Smith, the centerflele Tigers' win over Oakland. Mike
AthleKilkenny
ing
Tuesday night and didn't New t„York topped Chicago, 6-2,
permitted
the
der for the Boston Red Son•
finish until Wednesday morn- and Detroit beat Oakland, 5-1. a
hits and
was in pursuit of Lou Pinielle's tics only four
The Milwaukee at Baltimore
long fly at Kansas City, trying Oaidaod's sole run came in-the
ing.
4
to keep oos.o6 on the ball and eighth on a walk to Bert
But he still outlasted the game was rained out.
Cincinnati Reds'
rampaging
the other on the rapidlY Campaneris and Joe Ructi's
a
pitched
Gaylord
Perry
fence. double.
hitters.
approaching
outfield
three-hitter to boost his record
McAndrew gave up a first
PinieLla hit his long drive with
to
10-6 and give the Giants their
Inning run but then blanked the
two out ietlite bottom of the
win over the Cubs. Dick Dietz
ninth innele with runners le BOSTON (UPI) -The Boston
Reds the rest of the way to
Yesterday's Results Not Included
hit a three-run homer in the
,tesecond and third and the Patriots announced Tuesday the
give the Mets an 8-1 victory in
second to give Perry all the
American League ' National League
. CHASKA, Minn. (UPI)-Lee Royals trailing, 7-5.
game
that
hour,
58
minute
the 2
signing of its second draft
help he needed.
Bast DivIsise
last Division
was halted twice by rain for a
Smith sem, "The leftfielder choice, All-American lin
.
Wee Last Pct. 11111
Wen Last Pct.
Oa
U.S.
few
Trevino
is
one
of
the
it
439 - Chkego
32
23
Care (Yastrz,emski) told me Mike
didn't
minutes
and
total
of
67
"Cat" Ballou of Ucla
.506
4
:
3
7
2:
.600
21,t New York
29
X
Open qualifiers who has been
Boosts Phils
was all right and that I had Ballou, 6-foot-3 and 4t38
end until shortly after mid.509
5 Pittsburgh
31
31
503 4/
1
2
29
26
piling up practice time at
Doc Edwards singled in a
IMAM . . .. ... 27
79
42
9/
1
2 St. Louis
27
X
.474
6
feet
two
Yeah,
plenty
of
room.
night.
Weshisigton
2g
31
.475 10 PhIlarbelphla '
W
33
431
Ai
Pounds, played middle linebackHazeltine
Golf Course in
Cleattland
25
.439 15 Montreal
.379 111
/
2
32
22
X
"I'm as tired as I've ever 13th-inning run to boost the
er with the Bruins. Pats Coach
Thursday's of room. But he kept me going.
o" `
for
West amass
preparation
West BMWs.
have
would
Otherwise,
I
been
in my life," McAndrew Phils past the Astros. Jim
44
17
.721 Minnesota
37
11
.473 - Cincinnati
Clive
Rush said he expected to
start of the tournament.
31
26
.5.14
11
Ay Atlanta
California
35
25
.583
coming back from Bouton, the well-known author,
stopped."
after
said
17
/
1
2
33
74
SC
11
use him
at
an outside
Oakland
34
27
6 Los Anaelos
Last week Trevino missed the
.557
1.4.
San oon
Francisco
26
37
.47 111
.
42
Smith, taking Yastrzemski's linebacker's position when the
delays. "I felt in was tagged with the loss.
the
two
rain
Chicago
. 72
X
.367
27
35
AIS 17/
1
2
Western Open in Chicago to
Kansas City
..,. 21
37
.262 1711
the
spear
word,
managed
to
the
I just got so Don Sutton pitched a fourgroove
but
awa
San
Diego
211
37
.41
10/1
MIMaukee
. . 19
41
.317
team opens training camp next
practice here, and was four
Today's games
ball with a leaping catch month.
the ninth. It was Me hider and Billy Grabarkewitz
tired
in
Atlanta (Nash 42) at Montreal (StoneT•day's Games
holes
under par through 16
Boston (Bre)t 0-2) at Kansas City man 341) night
against We fence and Preserve BaliOu was the first
walking a hundred miles."
(Morehead 2-2), night
Cincinnati (Simpson 9-)) at New Vert
hit a solo homer in the fourth
before rain drove him into the the
player
Red Sox 7-5 triumph, a erre the Pacific Eight
McAndrew was tagged for a
Washington (Brunet 3-5) at Miremsetal (Gentry 6-4), night
Conferas the Dodgers beat the
clubhouse.
Exchange
(Salt 5-4), night
Newton (Dlerker HI at Philadettdila
not
pair
of
possible,
on
a
triumph
made
cell
run
first-inning
New York (Peterson 9-2) at Chicago (Fromm 4-3), night
ewe drafted by the Patriots
"I have spent six days
Pirates. Boy Veale allowed four
(Jane*, $4), night
Chicago (Holtzman 7.3) at San Francisby Smith's game-saving Date
doubles by Pete Rose and hits in seven innings and took
since 1960.
Oekland (Hunter 10-5) at Detroit (Cain co (Pinta& 0-1)
getting ready for this tourAndrews'
Tommie
by
Mike
Bench,
But
but
also
Johnny
5-2), night
Pittsburgh (Ell)s 5-4) at Los Angeles
the loss.
nament. Not only physically but
California (Murphy 6-5) at Cleveland (Osteen 46), night
which
grand
slam
homer
Agee tagged Jim Merritt's
(Am*, 04), night
St. Louis (Gibson 7-3) at San Diego
mind
my
mentally
set
I've
(UPI)
The
DeDETROIT
Milwaukee (Brabender 24) at Sakti- (Cocunbs 6-4), night.
snapped a 2-2 tie in the top of
second pitch:for a homer in the
Atlanta scored three runs in
mere (McNally 9-4 or Hardin 2-1), night
to winning this one. If I can get
Mt Tigers announced the last of the first and Donn
Yesterday's, Results
UNDERGOES SURGERY
the ninth.
of the first two innings
each
South
little
man
from
by
the
pitcher
ecall
of
righthander
BRISTOL,
Yesterday's Results
Atlanta 7, Montreal 5
Pa, (UPI)-Sam
In other American League
Clendenon added a sacrifice fly and then held on to beat
Player)
I
figure
I
(gary
Africa
Boston 7, Kansas City 5
Philadelphia 2, Houston 1, 13
games, New York beat Chicago, Sessions of Nashville, Mich., erry Robertson Tuesday, from later in the Inning to put the Montreal. Hank Aaron drove in
have it made."
Mud Hens farm Mets ahead to stay.
Minnesota 7, Washington 3
innings
6-2,
Minnesota topped Washing- underwent surgery Tuesday to eir Toledo
Gil Garrido in each inning with
Player also came early to ton, 7-3,
New York 6, Chicago 2
New York 8, Cincinnati 1
Agee Singles
Cleveland whipped correct the damage suffered
a pair of scratch eingles.
practice and' las pronounced CALIFORNIA, & +1,4,
To
make
room
for
Robertson,
Cleveland I, California 2
when
San Diego 4, St. Louis 4
his
hands
were
burned
AND
Agee singled in his second
Dave Roberts took over for
Detroit 5, Oakland 1
Chicago at San Franaisco, night the 7,151-yard course "difficult Detroit knocked off Oakland, 5- after his car struck a wall ho was sent down on May 13, run in the seventh and Cleon
Mike Corldns in the
Injured
should
-but
the
way
it
that's
Simpe
Tigers said Dennis
Milwaukee at Baltimore, rain
Pittsburgh at Les Angeles, eight
Sunday's
Langhorne
Jones added a two-run double second inning and pitched the
egt.
at Baltimore was during
flmset
i. Milwaukee
be"
ers was being optioned to the to wrap up the game.
auto race.
Padres to their victory over the
On the basis of their ,
ud Hens. Both were to report
Elsewhere in the National
fiviebitter. Ivan
numerous practice rounds, Tre- Roy White collected three HOUSTON S3GNS
their respective teams for League, San Diego blanked Se Cards In a
Murrell homered in the seventh
vino and Player were pegged as straight hits, raising his batting CLEVELAND (UPI) - Jim
s games.
Louis, 4-0, Atlanta downed and Clarence Gaston added a
the early favorites.
average to .357, and batted IA Houston, co-captain of the
Montreal,
- 5, Philadelphia
double to pin the lose
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI)Defending champion Orville lour runs as the Yankees beat
LigN V ER •(UPI)-Spcgicer edged Houston, 2-1, in 13 three-run
Cleveland Browns signed Tueshave
Royals
on Steve Carlton. Corkins pulled
Calk
the
first
Moody,
who
shot
par
Kansas
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - The Se The
Chicago and moved within twe day for the 1970 National Hay wood of the Denver Rock- innings, and Los Angeles
a groin muscle while warming
u s Cardinals announced obtained Bobby Floyd, 26-year- time he played Hazeltine, said games of first-place Baltimore Football League season. Hous- ets led the American Basket- blanked Pittsburgh, 1-0.
ip for the second inning.
esday that they have made old shortstop-second baseman, "If I had the chance to pick a in the East Division. Mel ton will be playing middle ball Association in scoring durIn the American League,
in course on which to defend my
Orioles
Baltimore
the
from
application to have pitcher
ing 1969-70 with 2,519 points.
Stottlemyre went the distance, linebacker this season.
Nelson Briles placed on the exchange for relief pitcher Moe title, it would have been one despite allowing 11 hits, to •
35 exactly like this one."
turn
will
who
Drabowsky,
disabled list.
record his seventh win.
Guesses on the probable
The Cardinals will call up next month.
Jim Perry, who allowed
only
completed
winning score varied between Washington only six hits,
lefthander Jerry Reuss from The trade was
hdPid
their Tulsa farm club to minutes before the Monday 285- three under par- and 290, his own cause with three
anand
deadline
whether
or
not
upon
depending
midnight
replace Briles.
singles in Minnesota's victory.
predicted fair weather dries the George Mitterwald and Tony
Briles, handicapped by pulled nounced Tuesday.
manageneral
Tallis,
Cedric
course
out.
hamstring muscles since last
Oliva helped Perry up his
line
The wind was another factor hornr ecord
month, is in St. Louis to be ger, said the trade was in
er. to 9-5 as each belted a
youth
City's
Kansas
-particularly in view of the 10
examined by Dr. Stan London, with
Baltimore dogleg holes laid out by course
the Cardinal's team physician. program and that
Two-run homers by Ray
The Cardinals also announced wanted more depth in their architect Robert Trent Jones.
Fosse and Roy Foster propelled
hitters
big
of
the
"Some
bullpen.
the Indians past California.
that they sold pitcher Ron
tif
might be able to clear some of Rookie Rich Hand scattered
Willis to San Diego. Willis has
wind
the
the doglegs with
been pitching for Arkansa-s in
nine
hits
in
becoming
only
the
NEW
YORK - (UPI).- Mike
behind them," said veteran pro
the AA Texas League.
Price. the University of Illinois Dave Marr, "but hitting into second Cleveland pitc..her to go
In return. the Cardinals have "Athlete of the Year" and the
the route this season.
purchased from the Pactree Bob No: I draft pick of the New the wind, it would be something Jim Nortneup knocked in two
else."
Etheridge, who will be assigned York Knicks, today signed a
runs with a'Earner and a slimier
Final practice rounds were and willie Horton had two
to Tulsa.
'contract to play with the World scheduled for Wednesday.
Champions for the 1970-71
National Basketball Association
N IC KLAUS ADVANCES
season.
NEW YORK (UP1)- Jack
The
inch guard soared
Nicklaus advanced from 10th to
sixth in this week's pro golf 861 points in three vareity
money standings with earnings season for the mini, capping his
of $72,235. Lee Trevino leads career with a 15-point genie
average.
the list with $109,583.
year ago?
By MILTON RICHMAN
Prince follows two other
Rounding out the top five are
Frank Beard wound up eoth
UPI Sports Writer
Dick Lotz, $107,172; Gary former Illinois basketball capon the big board after all the
(UPI)CHASKA,
Here
Minn.
Player, $88,078; Bob LIMN tains into the NBA.- Jemmy In this picturesque unpolluted shots were fired in last year's
hem
$73,490, and Miller Barber, Kerr (1954) and Jerry Colange- neck of the woods, practically U.S. Open and it doesn't
lo (1962).
$72,702.
anybody can tell you all you particularly disturb him that
want to know about Harmon he's considered simply another
Killebrew or Joe Kapp but contestant in this year's field
nobody can tell you who because that's pretty much the
finished second in last year's same way it was been with him
ever since he joined the tour
U.S. Open.
eight years ago.
That's not surprising.
It doesn't matter what Frank
anywhere
Hardly
anyone
concerns himself with second- Beard does, he seldom draws a
place finishers anymore whe- crowd. Tell people he was the
ther it be in golf, baseball, leading money winner last year
basketball or bareback bronco and they say that's nice, that
take off to follow Arnold
riding.
For the benefit of the Palmer, Jack Nicklaus or Billy
-o
morbidly curious three golfers Casper. Tell them he ought to
pe ALL APPLIANCE REPAIRS
wound up tied for second do pretty well here because he
ve ALL. TYPES PUMP REPAIR
behind Orville Moody in last von the 1969 Minnesota Classic
one of the finest putters
...
IR-all they et'
RODUCTOR
IN'Ir
They were Deane Beman, Al oo
Sometimes
111=13:KII
DISCOUNT on Your First Service
Geiberger and Bob Rosburg. nod their heads and yawn.
the
high price
Frank
uded
to
all
Beard
is
Each checked in with a 282
Call (With This Coupon)
total which was one shot more that. He says he's colorless but
of headache remedies
It goes a little deeper than that
than Moody needed.
can be downright painful.
The point to all this is that if and if you push him about it
tell
he'll
true at Convenient Food
Not
remember
nobody cee
who took
"
Iele•out notoriety,"
second-pleemoney in the U.S. A "1,don't
Marts. You save 20% or
Open laste year, how can you he says. "I almost shy from it.
RNA,
fl,rP#4m
more
on
a complete selection
expect anybody to remember I don't care a lot for TV
of headache remedies in the Convenient
the 50th piece finisher among appearances or running up and
the 68 shooters who competed down the fairway screaming
Discount .Health and Beauty Aids Department. Next time you need
for golf's most cherished title a and yelling in flashy clothes. Pe
rather call attention to Frank
to knock a headache, make a fast 7-minute shopping stop 8 a.m. til midnight at Convenient Food Mart.
Beard and his golf game- with
That'll relieve the pain - in mote ways than one!
his golf ability and if I can't do
that then I wasn't mean to.
Ability is what speaks."

Trevino Says
He's Ready

' LEAGUE
„I standings

For.II-Open

Tigers
With Farm Club

Cards Ask To Put
Briles On Disabled

Royals Obtain Floyd

Sports Parade

The pain's
gone from
buying
headache
remedies

"

t

FRED'S REPAIR SERVICE

Cin

(11

Sewer and Drain Line Cleaning
by "Roto-Rooter Service"

VANQUISH

2

BAYER
ASPIRIN

FRED'S SERVICE 436-2369

4t

DAN CE
FRIDAY NITES

EAT
Fay &
Gene's
Truck
Stop
Good Food
24 Hours
Down The Streit

David Sea
Buddy Mack
& The
SANDY
RIVER
BOYS
Country Western
- Pop- Vocals-

SATURDAY
RITES
The
RHONDELLS
Chuck Raymer
- Variety - Pop - Rock Requests Invited

LAKEWAY
MOTEL
Air-Conditioned
Across The Street
Trailer Rentals
Day-Week
Month
Reasonable Rates
Phone
M2-2511

RATZEBURG, Germany
(UPI)- Larry
Klecalsky and
Tom Quinn of the United States
won the lightweight double.
sculls race at the Ratzeburg
International rowing regatta.

800 CHESTNUT STREET
Murray, Ky.

Air
)
CONVENIENT
MN MARTS

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®
PFANUTS

4 LOST AGAIN !

AND NOW IT'S STARTINe
TO RAIN...

IL/HERE WERE 40ll
IN THE FaiRTH
INNING?! •

BEST OF REC()R DED MUSIC
By Jourd White Sales
Phone 6424781

MAXINE'S SUPPER CLUB
Highway 79 East West Edge Of Paris Landing State Park

..-

bp- Ai. -.0 ...

Phone 642-9888
-r
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Plans Completed By
Barbara L. Brown
For Her Wedding

4111W • 441.41.1

, Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

WEDNESDAY — JUNE 17, 1970

August Wedding Planned
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New Concord Club
Has Regular Meet
At Paris Landing

Wednesday, Anse 17
Miss Barbara Lynne Brown,
The New Concord HomemakThe Elm Grove Baptist daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
ers Club held its regular meetChurch WMS will have a miss- H Brown of Murray, has coming at the Paris Landing State
ion study program led by Mrs. pleted plans for her wedding to
Park on Wednesday, June 10, at
W. A. Farmer at 7:30 p.m. at Dennis Ray Goodwin, son of Mr.
ten-thirty o'clock in the morn•
church.
the
and Mrs. Gilbert Goodwin of
•• •
.11•1.
Princeton.
Mrs. W. D. McCuiston and
Red Cross Chapter will hay
The wedding vows will be
Mrs. Thomas Herndon presentregistration for Learn-To-3
solemnised on Saturday. June
ed the lesson on "Creative StitProgram Wednesday, June 17, 71), at seven o'clock in the evenchery". They each created their
at chapter office in courthouse ing at the First Baptist Church.
own designs in wall pictures and
at 8:30 a.m. Classes will start Rev, Larry Gilmore of Mt.
also used pictures from magaJune 22 and run through July 3 Olivet will perform the double.
zines to further illustrate the
from
pool
6:00
to ring ceremony.
at university
The bridesmaid luncheon for
beauty that can be achieved by
9:00 p.m. Parent or guardian A program of nuptial music
Miss Nannette Solomon whose
one's own original ideas.
must register child, sign per- will be presented by Mrs. John
marriage to Anthony Bernard
The group decided to have a
nuesion slip, and pick up ticket Beaker, organist, and Mrs. VerKaiser, Jr., was on Sunday was
work day at a later date for
entitle
him
to
enter
will
ehich
13,
at
June
held on Saturday,
non Shown, solist.
making wall hangings or frame
cl—s. /at, one will be accepted
one-thirty o'clock in the afterMiss Brown will be given in
pictures of their own creation.
has
not
who
pre-registpool
at
noon at the Holiday Inn.
marriage by her father. She has
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield, preered. Expense fee is $1.50 per chosen her cousin, Miss Linda
'Mrs. Gene Landolt and Mrs.
sident, presided. The roll call,
child for entire *maim
Ed Frank Kirk were the hosBoyd,ato be her maid of honor.
minutes, and treasurer's report
• •'S.
tesses for the special occasion
Bridesmaids will be Miss Hurd,
were given by Mrs. T. R. EdThursday, June 18
and served a delicious salad
Mrs.
Miss Melissa l'revathan,
wards
The J. N. Williams chapter of Larry Gilmore, and Mrs. Carplate.
Members present were Mesmaternal
Daughters
United
of
the
the
were
the
Guests
roll Rich, ell sorority sisters of
dames T. R. Edwards, Edwin R.
will
have
a
Confederacy
lunchbride-elect,
grandmother of the
the bride
Hagan, Thomas Herndon, Richeon at the home of Mrs. E. W. The groom-to-be has chosen
Mrs. W. A. Ashbroo, maternal
ard James, John Livesay, R.ainey
Riley, 817 Sha-Wa Circle, at 12 David Madison, a fraternity brograndmother of the groom, Mrs.
Lovins, W. D. McCuiston, I. /3
noon.
Celia Schneider, the mothers,
ther, as his best man. GroomsMayfield, Louise
Patterson,
S 's
- • Mrs. W. H. Solomon. Jr., and
men will be Darryl Callahan,
Charlie
Stubblefield,
Ruth
A swim party for the 4th, Dick Hodges, Eddie Hancock,
Mrs. A. B. Kaiser, Sr.. and the
Weaks, Misses Erin MontgomOtto
Mrs.
grades
will
5th
be
held
sister,
and
5th,
groom-elect's
and Steve Burke, cousin or Kr.
ery, Mary Montgomery, and
at the Oaks Country Club from oodfrin
RAW.
Maude Nance.
were
present
Each
p.m.
mer's.
Special friends
ten a.m. to one
Following the ceremony a reThe next meeting will be held
her may bring one guest and zeption will be held in the FelMrs. George Hart, Mrs. Donald
on Wednesday, September 9, at
Crawford, Miss Vicki Crawford.
the charge is 25 cents per guest lowship Hall of the church. All
one p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Each is to bring a sack lunch friends and relatives are invitMrs. G T. Lilly, Miss Nancy
Thomas Herndon.
S 'S
Watson, and Miss Melanie Boyd.
••
ed to attend the wedding and
Miss Marsha- Kay Hosford
The bride-elect gave monoThe Temple Hill Chapter Ao. the reception.
Bring back the bosom is a
gram pins to her mid of honor,
511 Order of the Eastern Star
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Joe M. Hosford of 1611 Belmonte Drive, Mur- theme adopted by many desMiss Debbie Landon, and her
will meet at the Masonic Hall
ray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of igners to soothe the male eye
Lilly,
Trudy
bridesmaids, Misses
at 7.30 p.m.
their daughter, Marsha Kay, to Charles Ray Rushing, son of angered
S 'S
over the seeminey:inDebbie Easter, and Peggy CarFranklin Rushing of Murray Route Two and Mrs. Jacqueline
evitable hemline drop. For fall
ter._ She gave initial necklaces
Friday, June 19
Rushing, Irvan Avenue, Murray.
and winter they showed soft,
to her junior bridesmaid, Miss
The Dorothy Group it the
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tolly
Lore Landolt, and her flower
First Baptist Church WM8 will
Alexander and Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Hosford, all of Puryear, Tenn. slinky, sexy body clinging evgirl, Miss Teresa Kaiser.
have a farewell dinner for Mr.
Grandparents of the groom-elect are Mr. and Mrs. Willard ening wear with scooped, scalThe Bessie Tucker Circle of
For the occasion Miss Soloand Mrs. R. K. Carpenter, Mr.
of Aires and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Lewis of Murray. loped .an hashed necilines.
Thweatt
of Christmon wore a sleeveless white
and Mrs. Irby Hendon, and Mr. the Women's Society
Miss Hosford will be a senior at Murray High School this Rut side and front thigh-high
United
First
the
of
Service
ian
knit dress with a long multi-col-skirt slits also make the scene
and Mrs. Ralph Tesseneer at
Church met in the fall. She is employed by the Capri-Cheri Theatres.
ored scarf. Her hostesses' gift
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Rub- Methodist
Rushing
is
a
1970
Mr.
graduate
of
Calloway
County
High
LiveMrs.
John
of
home
corsage was of white daisies.
in James at seven p.m. A pot- lovely
Miss Bobbie Sutton
• ••
say, New Concord, on Tuesday, School and plans to enter Murray State University this fall. He IT'S A PACT! You get
luck supper will be served.
June 9, at nine-thirty o'clock Is employed by General Tire and Rubber Company in Mayfield. or your money when
approaching marriage of Mies Bobbie
and
•
•
•
engagement
The
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, August 15,
The • controversy over the
the morning. Miss Mary
in
John Robert Weatherly has been announced by her
Sutton
to
uy a Magnificent Magnavo
Saturday, June 19
hemlines continues, and mans parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Sutton of Corkin. The groomat six o'clock in the evening at the Universitg.,church of Christ
cohostess.
was
Montgomery
designers are playing both ends elect is the son of Mrs. Lucille Weatherly and the late Roy Al- The Murray-Calloway County
presented with Bro. Hollis Miller officiating. A reception will follow at TV, factory tried at
Tuck
Richard
Mrs.
Shrine Club will have a potluck
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
of the knee. Although most of bert Weatherly, Sr., of Murray.
"Medicine and the church.
supper at the home of Mr. and the program on
town
invitations
are
being
sent
out
of
and
all
Only
friends
Dixieland Center
their collections are shown in
assisted
by
was
She
Religion".
gradMiss Sutton attended Georgetown College and was
Mrs. W. E. Moffett, Panoroms
midi length,. they can be pur- uated from Cumberland College in 1968.
Mrs. R E. Moyer, Mrs. W. B. and relatives are invited to the wedding and the reception.
Shores,
at
630
p.m.
All
memchased in shorter lengths.
Graves, and Mrs. Jack Bailey.
Mr. Weatherly is a 1968 graduate of Murray State Univer- bers are urged to attend.
Nlany go a step further and re sity where he was a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
The circle chairman, Mrs.
S e.
'frain from even using the word
James Weatherly, presided and
The wedding will be an event of Saturday, August 1, at
announced that the Prayer Re"mini," and "midi," enjoying two-thirty o'clock in the afternoon at the Duncan Memorial
treat will be held at Jackson,
these extra inches of safety Chapel, Floydsburg, Kentucky, near Louisville.
Tenn., July 9-10. The next genthgt lie in "calf-length" or aAll friends and relatives are invited to attend.
eral meeting of the WS(S will
bove-the-knee.A family dinner was held at
be a potluck luncheon on July
the home of Mr. and Mrs. W J.
7.
' s$ Causgse The closing prayer was led Garland of Kirksey Route One
The Murray-catIo
Mrs. Richard Tuck.
on Sunday.
Shrine Club held its monthly
Those present were their
fellowship breakfast at the Bill- A delicious country ham
served by the ho.i- daughter and family, Mr. and
day Inn on Sunday, June It at brunch was
The Jehovah's Witnesses
have a zeal of personal
teases to the twelve members Mrs. Walter L. Hughes and son,
evangelism that is admirable, but we believe their teachnine o'clock in the morning
and one guest, Mrs. E. C. Bailey. Terry, of Ashton, W. Va, Mrs.
ing to be false and their system of faith contrary to that
•• •
Charlotte Allbritten and chilwhich was once for all delivered unto the saints. (Jude 3) we
Attending were Mr. and Mrs
dren, Joan and Keith, of Murbegin these studies against the teaching of Jehovah's
Wallace Ford and children, Ke
Witnesses without malice. We have personally invited
ray, Mr. Garland's brothers,
By United Press International ly and Kim, Mr. and Mrs. Not
their leading men to speak in our building at 406 N. LAM,
Bro. and Mrs. Paul Garland of
Stoles are passe, says furrier man Klapp, Mr. and Mrs. Ethel'
but they have refused. Our minds, Bibles, and pulpit
Bardwell, Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Kaplan; whose new Beale, Mr. and Mrs. Freed CoJacques.
—
are open to a study and investigation of the truth of God.
Lyons of Murray Garland of Kirksey Route One,
coats, tham, Mr. and Mrs. Don RobinMyrtle
midi
included
Mrs.
collertion
U they later decide to accept, the offer still stands.
Goble Garland and friend, Mrs.
41nit jackets, and ponchos. son and son, Larry, Mr. and has been dismissed from the
Jehovah's Witnesses, like the Mormons, Catholics,
Elisabeth Newsome of Mayfield,
and
PaBaker,
Mr.
Hospital,
Charles
M
Baptist
Mrs
Western
conactive
an
who
is
Kaplan,
Christian Scientists, and Seventh Day Adventists, believe
Mr. Garland's sister, Mrs. Flora
Williams,
*
James
C.
Mrs.
ducah.
white
only
servationist, uses
they have inspired latter day revelations from God. Thus,
•
of Murray, and Mr. Gar•
•
Cherry
sad
Jones,
Mr.
Jackie
and
Mrs.
they all reject the all-sufficiency of the Bible.
ranch-bred mink and discourWallace Smith
nephew,
land's
Murof
and
Mr.
Southard
Jones,
Milton
Mrs.
Julia
Mrs.
ages the use of pelts from wild
Z. Moffett. ray Route Seven has been a and Mrs. Smith of Memphis,
WITNESS DOCT_RINE SAYS: 'The Scripture Studies are
animals considered endangered and Mrs. Willie&
• ••
practically the Bible itself . . .Furthermore, not only do
patient at the Western Baptist Tenn.
species. His midis arrsheared
At the noon hour a delicious
we find that people cannot see the Divine plan in studyPaducah.
Hospital,
jacshort
and lithographed, the
S'S
lunch was served and the aftering the Bible by itself, but..., if any one lays the 'Scripture
kets striped in many unusual
in conversation.
Studies' aside, . .. and ignores them and goes to the Bible
Recently dismissed from the noon was spent
• ••
pastel combinations and sever.our experience shows that within two years he
PaduHospital,
Baptist
Western
al ponchos have vague tiegoes into darkness. On the other hand, if he had merely
cah, was Oren Burkeen of Dexread the 'SCRIPTURE STUDIES' with their references,
dyed patterns.
ter Route One.
and had not read a page of the Bible, as such, he would
*
a
Re-release
•••
be in the light at the end of two years, because he would
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) .
Cowboys and Indians are
Dame Edith
have the light of the scriptures. (watchtower," Sept. 15,
MGM'. "How the West Was
influences in
HOLLYWOOD (UPD—Dame
very definite
1910, P. 298)
Thirty girls completed the
Won" will be re-released in 250
many fall and winter fashions. basic orientation for the Candy Edith Evans signed for a coAlbert theaters throughout the southwith
THE BIBLE SAYS: "All scripture is given by inspiration
Leather fringes, jagged suede, Striper Organisation Thursday, starring role
of God,. . .that the man of God may be perfect, throughly
cinched waistlines, ranchero June 11. The Candy Stripers will Finney and Sir Alec Guinness west during the summer
tarnished unto all good works." (IITim. 3:16, 17)"Though
skirts, gaucho pants, boots and work in the various departments In "Scrooge" for Cinema months.
we, or an angel from !maven, preach any other gospel
modified hats paraded down of the hospital, giving a service Center Films.
onto you than Mat Which we have preached unto You, let
24•111•228
hoJgWI ;1t'-aeveral_geniAgs. -where neesteaL--This work is
littleffilled.” Orr'1:5) • "Whosoer . . . abideth.
•
Giorgio di '5atit' Angelo went volunteer and Is much appreriot in the doctrine of Christ, 'lath not God- (tun. 9).
a bit further with a collection ciated by the Hospital staff and
Hence, Witness doctrine is tooderrined by the Bible.(MORE
that would please any Indian patients. Each girl is required
NEXT WEEK)
princess--eomplete with feath- to give at leapt four hours per
ers and raccoon pelts.
Larry Ray Harley
,week ailS uphold the Candy
•
*5*
Striper Code.
The organization has grown
The above article was written by Larry
Gaucho pants are riding hi- and Mrs. Turner said that the
Ray Halley.
gh into fashion's front ranks program is now listed with the
statement concerning our minds, bibles, and
pulpit being
for fall and winter. Most are Kentucky Hospital Associations
preacher for the Church of Christ in
Piano, Illinois. His
PLAY
SHOP
matched with over the hir Teenage Volunteer Service. This
open to study and investigation holds for we
who attend
“,sts and long-sleeved crepe or has taken overall two years with
CLOTHES
the West Murray church of Christ. If
you believe that you
EARLY
satin blouses for around-the- many hours of planning and
for the
have the truth and that we are in error,
then our pulpit is
t
lot
k
working
for
with
the
local
Best
wearing.
For
high
daytime,
open to you. Truth does not shun investigation
Play Set
and honest
there'. Isis.' jersey.'for even- school counselers. The Candy
Selections!
and righteous people are willing to
Ya OFF
believe truth if they
Stripers and Mrs. Turner are
ing. velvet.
are shown to be in error. We should be
looking forward to a successful
willing to ask you
•
questions and to speak to you a.; you teach
and rewarding year.
•
and tell us of
you doctrine from the pulpit. If
this arrangement would
not be suitable, then perhaps it would
JUMP
be suitable for you
to speak for a peridd of time without
questions and for one
SUITS,
of the men of the congregation, the
elders, or Aude McKee.
SHORTS
preacher for the West Murray
congregation to speak for
"" You Can
SHIRTS
an equal amount of time. If this
arrangement would not
Afford
be suitable, then perhaps you or your
Many
Other
preacher or any one
What
willing to do so, would be willing to hold a
Items on
formal debate.
You
If you should like to speak to us
simply come to the
Sale
services of the West Murray congregation,
Want
or contact
Vs OFF
Thomas Keaton. James Thompson, Lonnie
at
Duke. or Aude
McKee. If you have at ay time questions,
comments or
criticisms concerning this article. "Searching
For Truth",
contact Thomas Keaton. Winchester
Apartments No. 6,
Murray, Kentucky.

aweaedf-

Bridal Luncheon Is
Held At Holiday
For Miss Solomon

-

Sutton-Weatherly Engagement

Mrs. John Livesay
Hostess For Bessie
Tucker Meeting

"Breast
Legs
Thighs

Necks

Sifted

SMOKE

PE

Mr., Mrs. Garland
Hosts For Family
Dinner On Sunday

Shrine Club Holds
Monthly Breakfast

•REDUCTION

Searching The Truth

With

COSI

FASHIONETTES

PERSONALS

ON

Thirty Girls Have
Completed Candy
Striper Course

SUMMER

TOMAT

SUMMER SALE

'Famous Brand Summer Dresses
1/3 to'/ -Off

NOW AT

Services for the West Murray Congregation
are:
Sunday 10:00 A.M.
Bible
' Study
10:50 A.M.
Preaching
6:00 P.M.
Preaching
Wed

7:00 P.M.

Bible Study
4

Pictured above are officers of Ussi Candy Striper or.
e•nhation at the Murray-Calieway County Hospital. Chair.
man Wends Flood Is shown discussing orientation plans with
th• various officers. Standing left to right are Debbie Chap.
man, Marilyn Gilbert, Betty Jo Ward, Carol Sims, Janet
Newberry. Seated Jo Benton and Chairman Wende Flood
The "facers act as • council with Mrs. Nadine Turner, Dime.
tor of Nurse's as advisor for the Candy Stripers.

Arpfeu
Youth Skop

"We Major 9n *i}iinorJ
504 West Main

Murray, Ky.

Clemmie Jordan Shoppe
Mayfield, Ky.

3L
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rub
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Ready To Go
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!,mak
meetState
10, at
norn•

Storey's

FoodGiant

and
!sentStittheir
and
nagathe
d by

ye a
for
-ame
ton.

WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

pre-

DEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

We Reserve The Right To Limit.

OPEN 24 krs. A BAY 7 DAYS A WEEK

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED WHOLE

is a
leaeye
• in-

Beef &
Chicken

WISS STEAK
LB.

LB.

LB.

59
5/$1.00
Lb

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

•ROUND STEAL
81c

Breast 65c t.b-.49 Lb.
Legs
Thighs 49 Lb.
Necks & Backs 15a7.1.b.

LE 98C

WE CASH PAYROLL CHECTUREE

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

FRYERS

ield
[, at

RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES

1% Cask Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.

port
Ed-

Heso IL
deblaey
.
son,
Nth
pmand

BAR.B.0

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes AntJet

87c

fall

Sliced

ev-

L.B-.59C

SMOKED !OWL

rat-

igh
ne

16 Oz. Bottles

14 PORK LOIN 9 TO 11

U.S.D.A. CHOICE •

RUMP ROAST
POT ROAST
CHUCK ROAST

BONELESS
LB 990

8 Bottle Carton

69c

CATSUP JACK SPRAT

LB.19

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

ENGLISH CUT
LB 19

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

With Bottles

HYDE PARK

w'

-SUGAR
58c
PURE CANE

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

PEPSI COLAS

CHOPS CU
LB. wolf

5 LB. 8AG

LIMIT ONE

-14 OZ. ti
BOTTLES)!

MORTON
BEEF, CHICKEN & TURKEY

POT PIES
5
FOR 1

TOMATO SAUCE SACRAMENTO
8 OZ. CANS

FRY

STEAK

L..88

PALACE OR MEALTIME
BACON

ADAMS FROZEN

LB. Pkg. 59C

JOHNSON

WEINERS

12 OZ. PKG. 390

KE
ilieR
OAL

__0

BRIQUETS

DINNERS

ORANGE JUICE

31Loif s100

SMO

MEAT
AJAX

SALAD DRESSING Hyde Park ot. 49t

LB. BAG
69MORTN

EXCEPT HAM

2 FoR89c

FISH STICKS FISHER BOY 4 PKGS.
8 0z.$1

GIANT SIZE

••••••••

an
-

Pure Vegetable
- SHORTENING

CRISCO
LIMIT ONE

ICE MILK VANITY

DETERGENT3

GAL.430

DOWNS
GRADE A LARGE

EGGS
39c

DUERGENT

!••

90
LB.JOY

[10010

68c

3 LB. Can

8ALI_ARD

22 OZ. BOTTLE46

BISCUITS

19c
A
o
N
z
s
.
8
c
3
LIMIT 6

KR AFT PURE

ORANGE
CREAM PIES

JUICE

IGAL. 68C

MORTON

ALL FLAVORS

3
,,
F0R

MISSION
CAN DRINKS ALL
FLAVORS

FRESH, CRISP

(CELERY

FOLGERS
ALL GRINDS
STK. 19

SUNK 1ST

LEMONS

COFFEE

D°Z 391
1 LB. CAN

DOZ

LIMIT- ONE
iiiiiAS

12 OZ. int,
CAN lull

LB 10C

83c
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Anti-Pollution Laws May
Hurt Small Businessmen

AC.

Business Administration to make
loans to small businesses unable
to meet Federal or state antipollution requirements without
suffering "substantial economic
injury" in the nbsence of such a
loan. These SBA loans would be
at rates below commercial rates.
Two-thirds of the nation's independent business owners apparently favor this bill, according
to a poll by the National Federation of Independent Business. The
actual response was 67 percent
Will yellow replace red as this warning color in traffic lights?
for the bill, 25 percent opposed
and 8 percent undecided.
Returns from Kentucky show 69
percent favoring the measure,
24 percent objecting, and 7 percent neutral.
Many business owners are concerned that Congress,swept up in
the ecological - environmental
cause, may force business to
meet rigid new standards beyond
By LEO ROSENHOUSE
Written Espe.e,,i!.!y for Cestrii! Press and This Netespaper
the financial 0414of many arms
PRIOR to the 1960s, a majority of safety experts believed that
who do not have access to additional funds from the stock, bond, red was a suitable warning color for use in traffic accident prevention until a very interesting experiment took place among
or debenture markets.
Senator McIntyre, in introduc- soldiers at Fort Lewis_ 'iiifilahlakptoa. which_reelly_ hail nothing
ing the bill, said he supports to do With traffic accident prevention on the nation's highways
the pollution enforcement goal, The U.S. Army had set up a number of colored targets, all
adding, "I think we should be awe- the way from 50 yards from the firing-line, to 500 yards and
asked teams of sharpshooters to try for a bullseye on targets
re of the differential impact
colored red, blue, orange, yellow, green, and multi-plaid. Surprisaction
anti-pollution enforcement
ingly, the yellow target scored the most hits, and when the
may have on small businesses sharpshooters were replaced by firing teams of color-blind men,
this problem in as opposed to large corporations the yellow target again received most of the firing!
view of tight money conditions, .. I am afraid that many small
Today, throughout the nation, and in many parts of the world,
Stoehr Thomas McIntyre of New business concerns will not have the experts dealing with all aspects of safety are trying to
new
meet
bill
available
to
the funds
create a "yellow army."
Hampshire is sponsoring a
ettftt would authorize the Small standards that will be set. . " The move is on to replace ducted comparison eye tests in
The dtnation could parallel red as the danger sign color, the adaptibility of the human
eye toward color, report that
the one facing many small meat because red, in itself, is an un- yellow can be recognized four
that
several
color
in
reliable
freezer-locker
processors and
hundred thousands of drivers times, faster than red,
owners resulting from passage suffering from varying degrees
• • •
of the Wholesome Meat Act, whi- of color-blindness, have diffiPICTURE a motorist Of
ch has created technically im- culty in distinguishing red traf- average vision traveling at high
possible standards so that indus- fic light and signs from other speed along a freeway when he
try sources expect many small colors.
spots a barrier some 200 yards
firms to close, unable to make The Optometric Section of the ahead. His chances of bringing
the changes. The Department of U.S. Army now rates red as a his charging vehicle to a halt
...By JOSEPH MA
Agriculture so far has delayed risky color and unreliable, but are at least four times better
HON KONG (UPI)-By implementation ofthe regulations classifies yellow as a color when the hazard is colored in
esvmate one-third of Hong promulgated by bureaucratic in- which can be recognized 98.4 yellow.
per cent of the time by the genConsider that fog light manuang's four million predom- terpretation of the law.
eral population, and the esti- facturers rely on yellow as the
inantly Chinese residents are
Senator Alan Bible of Nevada, mate takes in those who are color which is most
penetratchairman of the Senate Small knowingly or unknowingly mg and more easily seen. Of
illiterate.
sought
Committee,
has
That's where the Shen Lo- Business
color-blind!
late, numerous states have been
• • •
letter writers-come in. If you to get SBA loan authorization
repainting their lane strips and
provide the piper, envelope to help those affected.
THE NAVY has been so im- traffic dividers from white to
The anti-pollution problem is pressed with yellow, that dis- yellow and reducing the death
and postage-indeed, you are
required to-the Sheu Shun Lo considered a vital one by small tress dye markers used in sea ' and injury toll on their highwill write whatever you tell businessmen, but the cost fac- rescue work, are mostly this v ays.
them to, for a normal charge tors involved raises the possi- bright, warm, and discernible i Warning signs, bridges, atiuksearch 1 mc,nts. and stationary as well
of 50...liong Kong cents, about bility that much of the burden color. Frcm high altitude,
all
will be pet on business. The planes can easily 'pick out a as rveable road equipm
apibtch on surface seas iiw coming out in beYlisi
Pt*: wridng as a profes- McIntyre bill would affirm the which may rua green, blue or low colors as the iniportance
of
sion in Hong Kong is not a very government's role in assisting gray in color
yellow as a lifesaver belles
meeting
this
in
businesses
small
lucrative one so the letter writPhysicians whO have con- more universally-known.
ers have all sorts of sidelines problem.
such as fortune telling, acting
a marriage brokers, employment agents, house hunters and
translators.
'Even with the sidebnes the
average income of a letter writer is meager. On the average
they earn from as little as $20
a month to a maximum of
WI RESFFIVE itiE RIGHT
$100 a month.
A typical letter writer is AuTO LIMIT OUANTITIES
Chi-ping, 55, whose desk tits in
front of a post office and a
cable office in downtown Kowloon, one of Hong Kong's communities.
Au's self-advertisement of
hi services reads like this:
"Calligraphy -flats -licenses
Hair Spray
contracts-telephones-employNormal—Dry and Hard to Hold
ment- translation -cable codes
Reg. let
marriage-letters in Chinese and
SALE
22 Coz.
English."
Reg. He
Au said he was a high school
graduate, a government official
and a major in the army before
the Communists took over the
China mainland in -1949. • Hecame,to Hong Kong to worlr
as a coolie and factory hand
and office boy, before he took
up letter-writing 10 years ago.
"I have tried imply times to
FREE
. find white-collar jobs," he said.
"But they said my English is
MORE
not good enough. And now
am rtting old, they don't want
me.
by
Another letter writer is 76year-old Leung Hoi-tien, who
Efferdent
BLACK
also practices as a fortune-tel_BELT
TABLETS
ler with a golden tortoise shell,
sw,
of
48
three ancient coins and a book
With S Free
which he said only fortune•
tdlers can understand.
- Leung came to Hong Kong
Black Belt
in 1964. He earns an average
•
$20(American) a month.
Reg. $2.511
"I eat meals at 50 cents
R•ti. $1.19
4 Oz.
(slight17 more
SALE
than 8 U.S.'
SALE
cents), he said, showing his
few teeth. "However I have
only myself to support. My
sonkalso.
.ipplied to come to
Adjustable
Hong Kong, but the (Chinese
GILLETTE
Communist) authorities only
let old people like me leave the
country.'
The Secretarial for Home
Head sad Trim
Affairs says there 'were 9I liAre 23 K Gold
censed letter-writers at the end
Plated
orlon
areas of
of 1969 in the
0,*••••••64,
A
Fine
Gift
Hong Kong Wand and Kowloon
For Dad
45 Oz.
• peninsula. But more writers
SALE
,
,
Rog 91.71,
work without Iii'enses to save
• t
100 Hung kong dollars a earSALE
s big ABM hi them.

(Editor's Note Passage ox strong anti - pollution legislation
Oppoaxs likely in the next few
--tetra, and this may include tough standards of compliance for
buskiess. Some may not be able
to afticd costly changes and be
larc,ed to close. Legislation ;capered by Senator Thomas McIntyre of New Hampshire, S.
3528, would authorize the Small
Business Administration to make
knn-loterest loans to small firms
money to comply with
al or state anti-pollution
.In the National Federation
Business poll, 67
t of the business owners
titr this measure, 25 percent
sr opposed and 8 percent offer
norim )
e strong public outcry against llution may tying new Fadoral laws which will, in time,
sweep away air and water pollutioe .1Ind many small businesses Is well.
Ittis possibility looms if Cooowid impose high antit
grbes
standartt which require
to spend large sums
of poney as new equipment, rema‘eling or relocation. Those
dial could not alburd to make the
would be legislated out

Live
in a
high
rise

Warning Color Change:
Yellow Instead of Red?

..epen pals"
Ink letters
"Tpr a living

The view of you is great
in this two-tone high rise
shoe. High front. High heel;
Great scenery with your most

Supple, rich calf and gleaming patent leather
team up in Naturalizer's new two-toned.
two-textured pump! With sparkling gold trim

A

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE
LUX
LIQUID

Wovieddi
SUAVE

DENTURE
CLEANER

4.

!deli(

SHELL
No Pest Strip
Kills Files, Mosquitoes and
Other Small Flying Insects
Reg. VIA

NOW YOU KNOW
by United Prete International
During the American Revolution about 5.000 Negroes served
in the Continental Army, mostb in integrated units.

TI

c

8

RAZOR

S 196

Dry Spray
Fastest tan possible with
maximum sunburn protection!
Reg. $1.75

4 Oz.
1102. 91.19
SALE •

LIMITED TIME ONLY!

MOUTHWASH
LISTERINE
14 Oz.
Reg. $119

$SC SIZE
Import•d

M AVIS
TALCUM
SALE

P1

VI
SA

RENNI NGTON*

LEKTRO BLADE r'' 4

SHAVER
• ECONOMY PRICED
• SUPER SHARP DISPOSABLE BLADES
• COMFORT DIAL HEAD ADJUSTMENT
Regular $24.95

410

BIG
10 OZ.
CAN

brite,.
ultra
xtra-strendth toothpaste

SALE

SPECIALS
Anti-Persplrant Deodorant

74c

"WIRER
SHAVE
LOTION

FATHER'S DAY

COL
NYBS'
INS'

Sergeant's* Flea & Tick

SCRIPTO

Spray gets rid of those,little
pests on contact. Conditions
Sergell0
the coat with lanolin, deodorRIA aTIC$ 14, checks scratching and
fungus.

VU
LIGHTER
Choice of Colors
and Designs
Windproof
Rig. $3.55

LARGE 5 Or. TUBE
Reg. We

49

Oz.
Reg. $1.49
SALE

Winguard Hood
Transparent Fuel
Reservoir

1
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JIM ADAMS I GA

Northside
Shopping
Center

*

*:*

Northside
Shopping
Center

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

÷'

FIRST IN FINE MEATS

vpd

MATCHLESS

U S CHOICE BONELESS

LBS 109

RUMP ROAST 01
SIRLOIN TIP

;AI

BACON

STORE COOKED

(LIMIT 2)

BAR-1341 CHICKENLE59c
It IN-ADAMS IGA *lel! OftlyThe Finest In U.S. Choice Meats!!
REG, 1.05
OUR PRICE

COLGATE TOOTH PASTE
NY—OUIL
JUST WONDERFUL
INSTANT SHAVE
REG. 1.49

49c

DIXIE LILY

MARYLAND CLUB

FLOUR
45

REYNOLDS
,

c
LB. BAG

WRAP

25' ROLL

29C

SHOWBOAT

No. 300

*

40Z.

79c

1 LB. CAN

12 OZ. CAN

23c

OLEO

2 Le. JAR

a

SUGAR - 99c
10 LB. BAG

DESSERT TOPPING

LUCKY WHIP
4 OZ. PKG.

• 42c

69c

6)

IGA

KESTERSON

c
45

DETERGENT

EGmEDGS

13°Z.

28c

.

LETTUCE

s

•

s

HEAD15c
LARGE

GAIN
_

'.
,

.(LIMIT 1)

Y2 GAL.

------ 5c
61c(LIMIT

14

GODCHAUX

ICE CREAM

64 CT. PKG.

GIANT SIZE

6/59'

TALL CAN

I/2 LB. PATTIE

25c

TWIN 8AG 49
1

L&M

IGA

TEA BAGS

6/49r

PEANUT
MORAL
O
BUTTER 71't

COFFEE

L&M

VIENNA
SAUSAGE

8 OZ.

IGA

JUST LOW PRICES !

EACH

IGA

IGA

STAR-FIRE

NO STAMPS
NO GAMES
NO SY° FORCED PURCHASES

(LIMIT 12)

IGA

BOOK MATCHES
BISCUITS
POTATO CHIPS
SOFT DRINKS IPA

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

'PORK & BEANS
•

4/88c

BREAD

59C

COLGATE

1

20 OZ. LOAF

IGA

OUR PRICE $1 25

HAIR SPRAY

is Now
00 — 15.00
00 — 10.00

83C

LB.

SALAD
75c
DRESSING

QT.

We Have A Large
Selection Of

BAPtiiiitivS

IsEkohiN
DE
12 OZ. CAN

Fresh Watermelons' _

2LB25c

2/39c

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS MA It's -the Iota on the lane that counts!
1

YOU AND
THE DRAFT
BY
LONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
FRANKFORT, Ky. — You and for a rejection or not as it gives
the Draft has received a letter me trouble only occasionally.
from the parents of a young man How can I find out? I plan to go
who was in academic difficulty to law school after I graduate
after having been grantoia statu- and would like to know one way
tory Classification of 1-S (c) or the other:
A. The Selective Service Reguby his local board.
According to the letter, their lations have been 'amended by
21-year-old son at the end of this Executive Order 11527 to allow
semester had earned 85- credit an unexamined registrant the righours and needs 5 additional ht to one pre-induction physical
hours to be a senior at a state examination within 60 days of
submitting a written request. If
university.
His random sequence number you desire your physical examis 162. As a father of two child- ination through a local board
• in college I can understand other than your own, you must
the concern expressed by this submit a'written request to your
own local board stating where
youth's parents.
The registrar at the university you wish to have the examinaconfirmed the information pro- tion and the reasons for it. Your
vided by the parents. As the re- local board may approve or disgistrant's random sequence num- approve your request for a transber had not been reached, we fer.
suggested that the young man
Q. I would like to know why a
enroll in summer school for the
purpose of overcoming the credit fellow cannot register a day or
two before his 18th birthday? I
deficiency.
If he is able to earn the rmmber tried this, and the local board
of credit hours before his rancbm clerk told me I couldn't register
sequence number is reached and until I become 18 years old, and
subsequently enrolls for the fall that I must have proofof my birthterm he may be considered for a day with me when Icometoregisstudent's deferment by his local ter.
A. It Ls the duty of every male
board provided the university
certifies his progress is satis- citizen of the United States and
factory in a full-time course of every other male person now or
hereafter in the United States,
instruction.
Q. I am a junior in college who, on the day or days fixed
with a 11-S deferment. I played for the first or any subsequent
football in high school and re- registration, is between the ages
ceived a knee injury. I do not of 18 and 26, to present filmsetl
know if it is serious eomgh for and submit to registration
such time or times and place
or places, and in such manner,
Forest file wigwag
as shall be determined by proVANCOUVER, B.C. (UPI)- clamation of the President and
Britioh Columbia officials warn by rules and regulations.
that the forest fire hazard
Q. I am a college student now:
expected to be very high titi
not examined. My random sequensummer because of last win- ce number is 206. I/ I go into
ter's compitratively light snow- 1-A in December, 1970, what are
fall. Last forest season 2,300 my chances of being inducted?
fires ravaged the provinces desA. If you are Classified
troying 407,000 acres of tim- In December of this year and
ber worth $74 million.
your random sequence numper
has been reached, or is reached
by your local board before the end
Fins-Soviet research deal
of the year, you are subject to
HELSINKI (UPI) — The
Induction as soon as possible
Finnish government has agreed
after appeals, examinations and
to.. construct four _400010' so forth ar
concluded, even if
graphi&-remarch vessels for the the year
ta ended. Currently,
Soviet Units& to lie delivered it is
Edict:x-4 that registrants
by the end of 1972. The
with random'
-election numbers
vowels are suitable for both
up to 215 will be reached in
conditions
Arctic and tropical
1970.
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WE GIVE

LIBERTY25c

TREASURE CHEST STAMPS
Double All Day Tue. A Wed.
Prices in This Ad Good
We Roieeen U. & Gov.
tbiough Tuesday.
Food Stamps
We iimmova
I4W

C

IM
ALL RE

Al

6 BM
CTN.

SOT

PLUS
DEP.

WITH CO PIN

IP IR

MISS LIBERTY

aft

Slops siadid Jot 'IAA&
c445,ca.••••,.• •
—

plo.st
erccaficcarAr.0013r0110arla

,

cXxl.c3V •-

Nurseries sell plants in containers of various materials
and shapes. Straight-sided cans should be cut at the nursery. Plants in crimped cans and .cans with slopinj sides
can easily be knocked out of their containers. Don'Ppound
on the container to loosen the soil, and don't pull plants
out of containers. Instead, gently tap the plant and soil
into your hand.
POOR DEPTH PERCEPTION

5.44.aitht
cr

:3,
1

LB.

4,1

0414••

I

4, mr,•,?

Don't plant too deep; don't plant too shallow. Dig The
planting hole just a little sleeper than the root ball. hut
shovel back the soil mix so the plant sits no lower than it
was grown at the nursery. (Hint: make the hole about
five inches deep for 1 -gallon plants, nine inches iir•pp for
5-gallon plants.) Top of the root ball should be level with
the grcund
PLANTING IN A POOL
Dig a hole twice as wide a, the root trail, and fill it with
water to test for drainage. and to soak surrounding
If water doesn't drain out of the hole in a reasonahle
amount of time, bore deeper to find good drainage, or
plant in raised beds.
NO SENSE OF HUMUS
When gardeners talk about humus, they generally mean
humus-making organic materials, such as compost, sawdust. peat ntos*ground bark. etc. Adding organic matter
changes the structure of problem soils It makes heavy
soils mellower and easier to work with, and improves
water drainage. It helps sandy soils hold water and plant
foods longer
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79

PIONEER

LB.

HALF GAL.
U. S. CHOICE
CHUCK
FIRST CUT

AMENT0

LB.

LIMIT 4)111/81

A11111•1111,

Alcm•MM,

E

St

FOLGERS
CENTER

MIIA

END CUTS MIXED

F11111101,

LB. CAN

Le.

WHIPPED VEG.

9

SHORTENING
42 OZ. CAN

FFEE

MAXWELL HOUSE

SHOWBOAT

Pork & Beans

_co

INSTANT
10 OZ. JAR

300

9C

WITH COUPON
MISS LIBERTY BROWN & SERVE

k!OILS

PKG. OF t2

CAN

10'

HAMS
LB.530

21-85-450

24 OLEO

20 OZ. BOTTLE 39
t
r

in A

ICE CREAM

GAL.

PRIDE OF ILL.
1 303
YELLOW
cans
CREAM STYLE •

CORN
WAX
PAPER
INSTANT
NESTEA

BABY FOOD

CUT RITE

:12

OIL

24 OZ. BOTTLE

SMOKED
BY THE PIECE 390

JOWLS

9
5C

4 OZ. PKG. 390
DELIGHT CHEESE

CHIEF CHUM

SALMON

124' ROLL
Blue Sea139
lb.
bag

3J0Z
AR890

BALLARD & PILLSBURY

TALL 690
CAN

LILLY PINK

SALMON

TALL 190
CAN

ADAMS FROZEN

BISCUITS 3
59
TREET
3
EGGS
ICE MILK

8C0429

TUNA 'CA°Nz.310

Orange Juice66ct$1 LETTUCE
5.0z.$1
390
MEAT PIES
LEMONS
GREEN ONION
iBt350
POTATOES 2
CUCUMBER10C
RADISHES
FLOUR 2511 ml
uu CARROTS
I
FRE
SAFEGUARD SOAP
THIN SKIN

DOZ.

GARDEN DELIGHT
FROZEN

LIBEFiTY COUPON

111143.101110'WM .X0C.AIII.

ROLL

BAR OF

WITH THIS COUPON
VOID AFTER JUNE 23rd

PO

ins c
tor. 3
cloPcc
dap
fah
?Wet
rpm

SI

glom

B AG

LIBERTY COUPON

4

FRESH

MASTER BAKE

HALF44
GAL,

VOID AFTER JUNE 23rd.

CHICKEN OF SEA
CHUNK STYLE

PIES

TURNERS

SCUIT159,

2aLbsx.

ICE BERG,

MOR TONS

12 OZ. CAN

ALL REG. SOFT
DRINKS 2,6 Bot. Ctn. 49c
WITH THIS COUPON & $5.00
ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
TOB. & DAIRY PROD. EXC.

SPREAD

HEAD 190

ARMOUR

LIBERTY COUPON

LB.

LIPTON

VP

290

CHICKEN PARTS
BREAST
LB. 59c
THIGHS
LB. 59c
LEGS
LB. 55c
_WINGS
_LB,29c
BACKS & NECKS LB. 15c
FRESH
FRESH
LIVER
GIZZARD
LB. 89c
LB. 39c

-4%-°Z• -J-AR 11111i-

WESSON

FESTIVAL

SHANK
POR-TiON-

BUTT
PORTION

L8.
63

YELLOW SOLID

DOZ.S1

qe

SLICED

I(av

SLICED

GRADE "A" MED.

etc'

MISS LIBERTY

LIQUID BLEACH

Why some good plants go bad!

ROUGH TREATMENT

Le.

A 11

20 OZ. LOAF

HEINZ & GERBER STRAINED
When a plant leaves the nursery it's ready to grow.
So if it fails, you can bet thakthe gardener has erred
somehow.
Inexperienced gardeners often lose a new plant because
they postpone transplanting, and neglect watering the
plant while it sits in its nursery container.
If the plaid is in a can that was cut at the nursery, y,
may have trouble even if you take care to water the plant
regularly during the delay between buying and planting.
It's difficult for water to penetrate the root ball of a plant
in a cut can, and plants should be removed from such
containers as promptly as possible.
When you are ready to transfer a new plant from its
nursery container to its permanent planting, here arc
some tips suggested by garden experts at the Ortho Division, Chevron Chemical Company, San Francisco:

WHOLE

.
41
3
GOVT. INSPECTE

PAGX NIN/

VOID AFTER JUNE 23rd

LIBERTY COUPON SAVE 50c

INSTANT COFFEE 10 OZ.
MAXWELL HOUSE JAR 99c
WITH THIS COUPON AND
$5.00 PURCHASE.
T08. & DAIRY PROD. EXC.
VOID AFTER JUNE 23RD.

TRO
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var. During hours of peak power power transformers for
(Teen.) Substation, $319,611; We.
demand they will operate in
Louie,
reverse as turbine-generators, gner Electric Corp., St.
water
as
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producing
Eight 500-kilovolt disconnectflows down from the storage
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ing
TVA
present
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- a total of $1.9 bines in
double the tonnage million, niiking
$203,472;
while
nearly
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input
1969,
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Maximum
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91,500
on
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benefits that have Federal operating costs for the side the Tennessee
190 billion since 1933. Nearly two- tric projects are
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at
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from the improved Tie waterway in 1969 were about $8 20-state inland waterway system. traffic moved an estimated 3 thirds of that amount was invest- power units at Fontana
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were manufactured by Allis
River waterway now total million.
ed during the 1960's.
too-miles.
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year by nearly $38 million-equal Tennessee River waterway.
Cumberland and rity tas awarded a 96,353,073 generator equipment -turbines commercial operation in 1974-75. line, $69,632; Flint Steel Corp.,
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between
ing
TVA
The savings estimates are
the new pump
amount is nearly four to a "rate of return" of over 15
Ohio Rivers through the Barkley contract to Allis-Chalmers Menu- ordered,
Allis Chalmers' bid for manu- Tulsa, Okla.
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vigation Benefits From TVA Total Over $5 Million
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Boneless Beef Roast

Yoo Ihippy Shopong Store

/.07

nab/

18

JZ

Lty.

I

Lb.

291;
59

APO •

FATNCIeS 5405 10144 2111

No Limit No Purchase Required

Whole Fryers

SMOKED
HAMS

7 Rib

Portion

Lb

Pork Roost

10
p.Sa

FIRST CUT

PORK CHOPS
SHANK

691;

PORTION
LB.

Semi-Boneless

FRESH, ALL BEEF
WHOLE

T-BONE

STEAK
$1.39
Lb

OR BUTT PORTION
59c
LB

Super Rtsbi

. 59c
. 59c
. 55c
• 29c
15c

HAMS

HAMBURGER

071

3 LB.

Sirloin Steak

"SUPERRIGHT"
BEEF

PKG.

Store &wed

Bacon

OR MORE

PRIME
CUT

RIB ROAST

Sliced

Beef Liver

• RD
9c

COD
FILLETS

A

4TH L 5TH

794

RIBS
LB

49t
59t
Lettuce
49t
Red Potatoes

Vine Ripe

JUICY
90

Tomatoes

IREESTONE

Lb

Li.

Lb

EAQIES

90

1ST 3 RIBS

LB.

99t

5 Lb.
Bag

B Stir

POLAROID
CAMERA

Fresh

GREEN BEANS

59t
79t
2 25c
104
cit

Strawberries

EASY CARE ... THANKS TO DAGRON*

A&P Fresh

Andover dress shirts in fashion tones

Si Gel. Bit

Orange Juice
4 Isle
.
SU11141111

DC

,.4.4w
20% oo.d call.
% °vow
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Dawn MusIsroons

GREEN GIANT
GREEN GIANT

IT
COENB
Kraft

OR

n Corn

15 02

wl TH SS 00 OR MOlt
A D DI TIONAL PURCHASL

2 Lb. Box980

Dressmg

GREEN BEANS

c2i

5% Oz. Can

A & P Cheese Spread

NIBLETS CORN

Niblets

USE FOUR BELX CONDIT CARD-MS CONVENIENT

Steak Sacs

1207

LIMITED
TIME ONLY

Oz.
Cans

Sliced Pineapple

zoo

BIG SWINGER

Lb- 25C

Michigan

DC

AN ALP
EXCLUSIVEI

Bibb

lAiT
MACONI
DINNER
70zS

KITCHEN SLICED

PRICES GOOD
TOU SAT,
JUNE 20

BOXES
JUMBO

(SAVE 2St)
Kraft Dressing

Usually 4.00 each

fine wow* FF%
we PS& mew(
‘101.11•011.'Mn
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".(.•
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0160, c
u Can,

Peas
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BOUNTY
TOWELS

2 49C

French

PERMANENT PRESS
DRESS SHIRTS

SAVE 25t
MORTON'S

FROZEN

Cream Pies

DAYTIME 30's
o7Tim1 158

DETERGENT

WITH COUPON IN AD

$4480

r

15 I

87!
PAMPERS DIAPERS

ROLLS

V

TROPICAL WEIGHT
MEN'S SUITS

89t

MVO wanes..se
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Me •444.4.44 ge 411•4
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PAMPERS DIAPERS

MEM=

Nos...

Our Own

Tea Bags
LIPTON'S

SlIpar Right

INSTANi 11

Beef Stew

3-0Z.JAR
EXC.

1 177,4
'1
"
"
1
644041
junk. :k1
(irrupt. Good lint.
Reptant Price Woo hour 0..44..0'
1.101,1 I Coop.. Per I latunkkrk
NI

A/V.1 ,gsst

Chunk Tuna

NEWBORN
30's sin

I OZ. 80X

04,15 Thu C ouluw
(...id Only Al AS P Food Storell
Coupon Good This Sal., lune 20
Regular Price WOhout Coupon
Limn li Coupo'h Per Customer

were $60.

3RD.

$1

PAMPERS DIAPERS

TIDE

:11Yc
Applesauce ..5c()

SPECIAL

1 LB

BOXES

ROLLS

Sections...

0 OZ.
AR 99c
• ND

4

All/P Grapefruit

ASP Grade A

VE 50c

Marvel Saltines

14 02
PKG

WITH COUPON

79t
59
i
:
f
l
c
36 :sl ot)

Boss Of 100

240: Can

, TIDE
DETERGENT

69c

LLB. ILI/. BOX
With This Coupon
csli,41 Only At A & P rood %Iowa
( oupori Good This Sot .1une 211 Regular Pnce Wtt bout
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oF I
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PRICES GOOD THRU JUNE 24th

SEEN & HEARII

seen hanging
on in Egypt

(Continued From I
some teeth which m
Anyway, we all obs
rd anniversary witl
in the shop which is
dinner on the grounc
respects. Only we ha

By RAY WILKINSON
CAIRO (UPI) - Ironically,
the miniskirt may last longer
in Egypt than elsewhere.
Ironically because they are
highly unpopular with "the
establishment" - parents, educators, government authorities.
But clothing casts are also a
factor.
The English language newspaper, The Egyptian Gazette,
noted in an editorial why the
mini may be hard to erase
here - the higher cost of maxis
and midis. Although expressing hope that the new longer
lengths would bring the demise
of the mini among Egyptian
women, The Gazette conceded
unhappily:
"The maxi cloth lengths
cost more and perhaps in these
times of austerity it is asking
too much to demand maxi
magic by day as well as nighi"
Egyptian girls who persist
in wearing minis still risk rOsed
• eyebrows, abrasive corngent,
school expulsion and occasional physical abuse or evendivorce.
"Di7,Zeinab El Soubld, the
headof Egypt's blood bank
iNstents, expressed a fairly
%-r typicit-exeablishment view
when she said the minis are
outrageousthey are
so
grounds for divorce.
"Mini skirts and other exciting clothes are against iinr
traditions," she said. "A man
should divorce his wife if she
insists on wearing, a mini."
Most educators stand firm
against miniskirts.
Waffa
Seventeen-year-old
Abdel Sami was expelled recendy from school permanently for wearing one.
Twenty other girls at the
modern
Helmy
secondary
school in Cairo had to pledge
in writing they would "conform" and not wear minis,
or else they were not allowed
to attend cw..s.
persons
gAnonymous
threatened to burn university
buildings unless teachers insisted that girl students wear
below the knee clothing.
Egyptian men also prove
formidable opponents for mini
skifted gaiTiy staring, hooting, jeering and making ohsilent remarks at mini wearers.
Several girls have been roughed
ar ineidenti and
in similar
ny
!
l Egyptian youths flatly
se to date girls who wear
short dresses.

HOMEGROWN, VINE RIPE

TOMATOES

lb.

Congratulations to u
23rd birthday as a d
paper, and hooray h

39°

Congratulations too ts
gonna for winning
group in an cut of
teurnament.

TENDER

TEXAS SWEET

CANTALOUPES

Drama classes shouk
from now on with Oh
who will make an J
before the draft boa
vine* the board thin
"deep" convictions
being part of a Wel
How a board can ME
these convictions si
or ix, we could no
perently on the affac
abiLity to emote.

Large 27

SUNKIST JUICY

LEMONS

"It is In the inters
community that a ma
business, a competitiv
shall have the incentr
as much money as is
...Louis Dembitz Br

GREEN GIANT
Whole Kernel

NIBLET CORN
Hunt's
Yellow
Cling

Pure
Vegetable

Charmin
Tissue
4-Roll Pkg. 3190

CATSUP
14-oz. 2/49°

Anadiplosis is a liters
which a key word b
in a sentence or a
sentence for emphait

SNOWDRIFT

Going through some
the other day and
birth certificate. Hat
print on it and ti
would print it here.

Showboat

Pork&Beans
300 Can
4/394t

Maxwell
House

COFFEE
2-1b. can

Vvitekl Bra

1.6

Smugglers,
Italian-style
favor coffee

CANDY BARS
3 $1

•DEvtis
CSii M'

Betty Crocker

By BRENDA W.ROTZOLL
ROME (UPI) - It is made
to Italian tastes and drunk by
Italians, bat every third cup
of coffee in Italy is "tourist'
coffee.
The name is a way of saying
the coffee *beans were well
traveled on routes that did
not include a stop at customs.
Italy legally imports 60 billion lire ($96 million) worth
of 'coffee a year. Officials
estimate coffee worth another
30 billion lire ($48 million) at the official rate - enters
the country illegally through
the Swiss Alps or aboard
Makteite.ii‘boats
\which land at Sicily, Sardinia
and the toe of the Italian boot.
The temptation is great
when coffee is taxed at 687.5
lire (49 cents) a kilo in Italy,
while the rate is one-eighth
that amount in Switzerland.
One truckload of coffee
that makes it across the Swiss
frontier will net its handlers
15 million lire ($24,000).
Once in Italy, the contraband
coffee is subject-to no checks
and can be roasted, packaged
and sold without detection.
A large share of the smuggled coffee reaches Italy the
gravity-flow way. Smugglers
in Switzerland chug huge sacks
of coffee to remote border
points and roll the sacks down
the mountainside into Italy,
where parthers pick it up and
truck it away.
Smalltime smugglers import
coffee in the linings of their
coats and in hidden compartments of their suitcases.
The first public coffee
house in Italy was opened in
16011). Ili the 19th
cesium% coffee was'Sold in the
streets throughout Itali
walking vendors. 1/0ti Nliehele
Pizzicato. a' Neapolitan who
ran a carer ilimw patrielized
In the total aristocrat.
IWfore the turn of the ceotur.
6 'whirled to lu.ne opened the
first stand-up coffee liar.
‘t home anti in bars and
It:111.111, 1.14.1% consume all .nerage of 112 tips
of coffee per person per % ear.

"It Is your business 1
and preserve the I
liberty, for youreelve
fore me....I appeal
gain to constantly be
thst with you, and
politkelu office se
with you is the guest
the Union and the
this country be pre
the latest genera
Abraham Lincoln.

Mrs. Hubbard's

Yukon's Best

VANILLA WAFERS
25°

FLOUR

Bush's

Nabisco

WHIT[NOMINY

RITZ CRACKERS
43°

VanalPriMMI.11
ID A6
Light

can

boa

:
e
tn

3 7/ars 7g0144z.

White, Yellow,
Devil Food

rystal White

Swift's - Assorted Flavors

COLGATE DETERGENT
49°
Blue Bonnet

RE THE

MAR6ARINE
3 1. 790
OK'eels),

'1°9
SAVv I F1G. ARE

25-lb. bag

ICE MILK
43°

Federal State Mal
Service 6-17-70 Kent
chase Area Hog Mari
Includes 10 Buying
Receipts: Act 8S13
Head, Barrows and G
to Mostly 25 Cents Lo
Steady to 25 Cents
US 1-3 ..I • 0 I lbs
Few 1
lbs
US 2-4 •
US 2-4
lbs
US 3-4 260-200 lbs $
SOWS:
US 14 270350 lbs $

/
1
2 gal.
Orange Drink

TROPI-CALLO

U.S. Choice - Cut Any Thickness

US 1-3 300-650 tbs $
US 2-3 460450 :tOs $
Few Dove

SIRLOIN STEAK
Tender,Tasty

Lean, Tender

•Tender Boneless

Of 11 Argentine
between 1930 and 1
-were army officers.
•.* • -

GARDEN DELIGHt
E

FRENCH FRI

2 lb bag

29°

FROSTY ACRES

FRUIT PIES

Bryan Flavorite

Cherry - Peach - Apple

3 89°

20-oz

F°R

FROSTY SEAS

Lean Meaty Beef

Center Cut

SHORT RIBS 49c HAM SLICES
Lb.

Pure Pork "We Make'Em"

SAUSAGE

Purchase
Hog Marl

Fully Cooked Krey All-Meat
LB..

$109

WIENERS

1241z. Pkg.

490

FISH STEAKS
FROSTY
111
FROSTY ACRES

2-1b. Pkg.

89°

ACRES

- - 1-1b. bag

OKRA
SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE

10-oz. pkg.

29°

2 49°
F°

Mt. Everest is t/
point in the world
feet.
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SEEN & HEARD . .. Newark
(Continued From Paige 11
some teeth white meet.
Anyway, we all cbserved our
23rd anniversitry with a dinner
in the shop which is similar to
dinner on the grounds in some
respects. Only we had a table.

ws,r1,EM,1$CRIlitk

Elects Second Draft ...
First Negro
Mayor Tuesday

Channel

(Continued From Page 1)

already 19 to 25 years old.
Under the new lottery order,
all eligible males whose names
begin with J and who were born
in 1951 on whatever day Is
drawn first would be among the
By JOHN NEEDHAM
Congratulations to us an our
first to be called regardless of
23rd birthday as a daily news- NEWARK, N.J. (UPI) — where they lived.
paper, and hooray for Wylie. Kenneth A. Gibson, who forged
The alphabetical order of the
fragile coalition of Negroes lottery set in December with
Congratulations too to Wes Fur- and whites to win election as the first letter drawn— will still
for yenning in his age
black mayor, apply, The nett 14 letters, in
in an cut of town golf Newark's first
vowed today to reconcile his order, are G, D, X, N, 0, Z, T,
teurnamene
city torn by a racially bitter W, P, Q, Y, U, C and F.
The December lottery applied
campaign.
Drama classes simile) be filled
only within quotas assigned to
"Right
on,
as
we
say,"
from now on with those people
Individual draft boards. That
who will make an appearance Gibson told his enthustestic system was scrapped
in the
on
for
all
"Right
supporters.
before the draft board to connew lottery because it caused
vince the board they are holy the people of Newark. For the
me draft boards to dig deeper
"deep" convictions about not next four years the city of to
their alphabetical and date
will have decent,
being part of a war machine. Newark
is than others.
honest
leadership."
board
can
tell
whether
a
How
Mayor Hugh Addonizi o, That meant young men born
these convictioes are "deep"
I different dates and with last
or not, we could not say. Ap- soundly beaten Tuesday in his
es beginning with different
parently on the affected party's bid for a third four-year term,
Is on trial in Federal District etters were being called up at
ability to emote.
Court in Trenton on charges of e same time.
"It Is In the interest of the tax evasion, conspiracy and
community teat a man in a free extortion. The issue of governeateries% a competitive business, mental corruption slowly gave
shall have the incentive to make way to bitter racial recriminaas much money as he can".
tions in the closing days of the
Dembitz Brandeis.
campaign.
(Continued. From Page 1)
Though Gibson, who polled
'It Is your leminees to rise up 54,892 votes to 43,339 for
and
closed the highway to Bangand preserv.e the Union and Addonizio in record turnout,
liberty, for youreelves, and not pledged to reunite the diverse kok Cambodia spokesmen said.
fore me...1 appeal to you a- factions in the largely black The rest of the town was in
gain to constantly beer in mind city, it was going to be no easy Cambodian hands.
The spokesman also reported
that with you, and not with task. The scars from widea new outbreak of fighting at
politicians, office seekers, but
spread racial violence in July, Kompong Thom, 50 miles north
with you is the question, "Shell
1967 that resulted in 2.6 deaths of Phnom Penh. A helicopter
the Union and the libeaties of
airlift was rushing reinforcethis country be preserved to have not healed.
Followers of the 38-year-old ments into the area.
the latest generation?"
city engineer took to the streets
Cambodian commanders reAbraham Lincoln.
victory speech, ported movement of North
after
the
Anadleloes is a literary form in shouting "Power to the people" Vietnamese and Communist-led
which a key word is repeated and "Right on" as they danced Pathet Lao guerrillas inside the
in a sentence or a following jubilantly down Broad Street, 9th century ruins at Angkor
the city's main thoroughfare.
Wit. But the report said it
sentence for emphasis.
Meantime, at Addonizio head- could not be immediately dequarters, violence erupted as termined whether the CommunGoing through some old paper, the mayor's supporters at- ist troops inside the 25-square.
our
found
day
and
the other
tacked newsmen, blaming them mile complex of temples and
birth certificate. Had our foot- for the loss. "Nigger lovers! shrines 150 miles northwest of
print on it and thought se Commies!" they shouted at Phnom Penh were moving out
would print it here.
reporters, smashing color tele- or working on fortifications.
In Saigon, military spokes.
vision cameras, overturning
tables and hurling glasses and man said 13 American soldiers
were wounded early today when
ash trays.
Anthony Imperiale, a white Communist troops attacked a
militant who supported Addoni- camp of the U.S. 11th Armored
zio after running third in the Cavalry Regiment nine miles
six-man mayoral primary in inside Cambodia and 82 miles
northwest of Saigon.
May, took the podium.
"We know the Commies have The American unit drove off
won," Imperiale shouted. the assault with the aid of artil"We're still not beaten. Tomor- lery and helicopter gunships.
row we will commence chang- The losses to the attackers were
ing the form of government." not determined
Imperiale indicated he would
begin circulating petitions soon
to change Newark's form of
government to a commission,
eliminating the post of mayor.
ADULTS 86
NEWBORN 8
JUNE 13, 1910

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

THuusuAT MORNING PROGRAMS

•

10

Purchase Area
Hog Market

DRAGGING OPERATIONS — Members of the
Mayfield Graves County Rescue Squad are
pictured Monday afternoon dragging a water pit
behind the north Mayfield Housing Project where

David Crawford, 17, drowned. Pictured are:
Harold Clapp, Burl Youngblood, and Jim
Langston. The body was recovered about 4:55
p.m. about 20 feet from the bank.
photo by Joe Hayden

Mrs. Chyrle Stmley
Rites Are Held Today

Mt. Everest is the highest
Virgo, the Virgin is the sixth
point in the world at 29,028
sign of the zodiac.
feet.

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

NEWARK, N.J.(UPI) — Kenneth A. Gibson, Ina victory statement
following his election as Newark's first black mayor:
"You know when Robert Treat, the man who founded Newark
over 300 years ago came here, I'm sure that he never realized
that some day Newark would have soul."
NEWARK, N.J.— Anthony Imperiale, who ran third in Newark's
mayoral primary, then backed Mayor Hugh Adckinizio, commenting
on the election of Kenneth A. Gibson as Newark's first black mayor:
"The Commies have won."
WASHINGTON — Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield,reacting
to reports that President Nixon is going to establish a commission
to bring public opinion to bear against inflationary increases in
wages or prices:
"You can't substitute a commission for a president."

DRAFFENV1LLE, Ky., June
16—Prime Battery Co., headquartered in Anderson, Ind., will
construct a battery plant here.
The announcement was made
Monday night by Clyde Stewart, Western Kentucky sales
representative of the firm.
Prime is regarded in business
circles as one of the leading
small manufacturers of batteries.
Stewart said Prime will engage in a three-year program
of building and expansion here.
The first Wining will be a
"forming plant" and others will
follow.
Although the first plant will
have only a "skeleton crew,"
the company will have 50 to 75
fulltime employes as the facilities here are developed, Stewart
said.
The company owns 80 acres of
land on U.S. 68 one mile east
of U.S. 641-68 intersection.
Stewart said the first plant
will receive batteries from the
Anderson facility. They will have
material added to them, be
charged and made ready for
the sales--market It is hoped
1,500 to 2,000 batteries can be
handled daily, Stewart said.
The Anderson plant has the
capacity for manufacturing 600
batteries a day now but no room
to expand in that city, Stewart

Funeral services for Mrs.
Chyrle Nanney Stanley were
held today at two p.m. at the
said.
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Stewart made the announceFuneral Home with Rev. Jarment at a meeting of the Benrell White and Rev. Harold Laston Rotary Club held here. He
siter officiating.
said the three-year program
Pallbearers were Donnie Edwill be accomplished without the
public being asked "to subsidize wards, Steve Weatherford, Jerone cent of the cost."
ry Hicks, Bobby McKinney, RogThe operation here will be er Morris, and Jerry Morris.
Burial was in the Murray Cemeknown as West Kentucky Bat- tery with the arrangements by
tery Co.
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Stewart expressed the hope the Home.
new plant would encourage still
Mrs. Stanley, age 23, died
other firms to locate in Marshall Monday at 2:20 p.m. at the
County,
Murray-Calloway County HospiHelm Harrell is preedent of tal. She was a member of the
arshall Memorial Baptist Church and
Prime. He was in
County on Monday but unable was born September 12, 1946 in
to attend the meeting because Calloway County.
of illness. He formerly resided
Survivors are her parents, Hr.
in Ohio County.
and Mrs. Everett, Nanney, and
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11
one daughter, Len Ray Stan- Sleepy-boy
ley, all of 411 South 8th street,
CHICAGO (UPI)—AmeriMurrest.
cans spend more than $80 million annually on sleeping pills
of various kinds.
In addition, countless milThe Stanley Steamer auto lions are also spent on devices
set a world speed record of that are supposed to aid sleep,
127 miles per hour in 1906.
such as mechanical beds that
* * *
twist and turn, vibrators, head
neck collars, eye
warmers,
The Germans instituted
masks, and recordings that
trans-Atlantic dirigible flights
soothe the listener. Se reperts
in-1936,
----Jie—Sp
—ring Air Afii1ress Co.

SWANNS MARKET

LEmsT-TENDE'R —
88c RIB STEAK Loin Chopsa lb.89c
FN
ROUND STEAK
99*
PORK CHOPS Center Cut lb. 89*
ULDER ROAST
Today's
69'
ARE RIBS
Fl
Stock Market
59c
MATCHLESS
BACON
Krafn
.1111M1=1.

b

LEAN

BONE! FsS ROLLED BEEF

Lb.

GOV'T INSPECTED (Cut Up

COUNTRY STYLE

lb. 330

Lb

Baby Girl Miller (Mrs. Sue
Miller), Rte. 2, Hazel; Baby Girl
Higgins (Mrs. Irene Higgins),
Rte. 1, Farmington; Baby Girl
Wright (Mrs. Judy Wright), 326
Edgewood, Paris, Tenn,

Word has been received of
the death of Mrs. L P. Grugette, the former Odessa Derr
ington of Graves County, who
died this morning at 1:30 at
Corpus Christi, Texas. She is alDISMISSALS
so a former resident of Calloway County.
Mrs. Julya Outland, Rte. 7,
Mrs. Grugette and her hue Box 295, Murray; Master Jerome
ban, who survives, had celebrat- iggintotham, 1203 Kirkwood,
ed their 88th wedding anniver- Murray; Mrs, Loretta Wilson,
sary last April. She was MI Rte. 5, Murray; Elvin Lawrence,
years of age.
1605 Main St., Murray; Mrs.
Survivors are her husbana, Mary Williams,
Expired, 106 N.
B.
MarMrs.
J.
daughter,
one
9th St., Murray.
Grugette,
shall, one son, Lius
two grandchildren, and four
great grandchildren.
Funeral services edit be held ADULTS 83
at the Clifford Jackson Funeral NURSERY 9
Home in Corpus Christi, Texas. JUNE 14, 1970

Federal State Market News
Service 6-17-70 Kentucky Parchase Area Hog Market Report
Includes 10 Buying Statioos.
Rece:pts: Act 858; Est 60
Head, Barrows and Gilts Steady
to Mostly 25 Cents Lower; Sows,
Steady to 25 Cents Lower.
Ms $2425-24.75,
US 3-3 .1 I
Few 1-2's $25.00:
US 24 :1* • I lbs $23.75-2435;
US 24
I -1 les $23.25-23.75;
US 3-4 280-280 lbs $22.75-23.25;
SOWS:
US 1.2 270.350 Ms $17.00-18.00,
Few $18.50;
CC/IMAMS BRIDGE
US 1-3 300-650 Het $18.50-1790;
US 2-3 460430 :Os $18.00-113.50,
The Hurray State University
Few Down to $15.50. Couples Bridge will meet at
7:90 p.m. at the Student Union
Of 11 Argentine eresidents Building, Rooms Three and
between 1930 and 1960, eight Four. For more information
contact Sally White 753-8271 or
-were army officers.
Beryl Whaley 753-8279.
•.* • -

Wells Fargo
Bozo Show
Solo Show
Bozo Show
:03 Today; Scene Today Captain Kangaroo
:30 Today
The Mike Douglas Show Bozo Show
.00
.11 Takes Two: News The Mae Douglas Show Barbara Moore Show
:30 Concentration
The Mike Douglas Shoplie Said—She Said
.00 Sale of the CenturvAndy of Mayberry
Bewitched
:30 Hollywood Souareslove of life
That Girl
.00 Jeopardy
Where the Heart Is
The Best of Everything
:30 Who, What; News
Search for Tomorrow A• World Angie

THURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

For MarshallCounty

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

O
NI
ass
7

11

New Fighting Battery. Inapt Set

Mrs. 1. P. Grugette
Succumbs In Texas

wthr . Sc**,News; Wthr , Sporl,
110 News: Will,: sots. ..ws
Nanny ann the Prof's.'
we. Hew
30 The Virginian
Hee Hew
Caine of Eddies Fathe.
00 The viroin,se
30 The VIrcunt**
Thy Bevel-It Hillbillienannm 327
:011 Ti'. Music Hall
ins Johnny CATM snow
Medical Center
30 The Music Hell
Medical Center
The Johnny Cash Show
Or The Champions
Hawaii Five-0
Erspetter I Humperd Inc*
Engelbert HumperdinCk
.30 The Chemprons
Hawaii Five.°
OD News, Withr , Sport• News; Wthr.; Sports
News; Wily.; Siseirts
30 The T‘might Shot* The Mery Griffin Show/WNW
00 The ion+ont Shy* .
"
1 ,mwv Grittl,, Show "Winos of Fire"
)0 The 0.119h, $00* The Itax ...griffin Show Movie
00 Ratan Emery Soec
30 Ralph Emery Spec

Country Journal
5 ••
30
CBS Morning News
.00 Morning Snow
Jake Hess Gospel show
MornInni Show
6 :35
watch
'
rTin
n: Witch
7 1. Tiocrev'
y keg'. Today ro

=

Hospital Report

Chasael s
Cliseeel I
I
wEIINESEPAT EVE MING PROGRAMS

Lb

NEW YORK (UPI)—StOckt
opened higher in moderate
trading today.
Shorlly after the opening, the
UPI marketwide indicator was
up 0,66 per cent on 347 issues
crossing the tape. Of these, 188
gained and 69 declined.
Steels and motors showed
scattered strength. Chemicals
were mixed, and electronics
were mostly higher.
In the steel group, U.S. Steel
picked up 1,4 to 34.
Among the electrenics, Memorex climbed' 1% to 86,
Control Data and General
ectric 1,4 each to 43 and 67%,
and RCA % to
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS respectively,
22'12.
In the automotive group,,
Baby Boy Elkins (Mother
Motors iris unchanged
General
Faye Elkins), Rte. 2, Hazel;
tacked on IA
Girl Travis (Mother Mrs. Linda at 681/s. Cbriosher
to 22, Ford % to 441/z.
Travis), Rte. 1, Hardin,
Du Pont was % lower at
1181,2 in the chemicals, but
DISMISSALS
Union Carbide rose 1j4In 331.-2.
In the'oils, Texaco rose 1/8 to
Jimmy Pritchett, Rte. 1, pes27, P801120ii 3/8 to 171/2, Jersey
ter; Robert Trenholm, 12th &
Standard IA to 56, and Superior
Chestnut St., Murray; Miss Judith
112.
Carroll, 900 Story, Murray; Gene 3 to
Boeing tacked on so to 157/8 is
Thorpe, 212 Spruce, Murray;
group, while
Will Weatherford, Rte. 2, Buch- the aerospace
Penn Central picked up Ia
anan, Teen.; Mrs. Lula Farmer
11/
1
4 among the rails.
and Baby Boy, New Concord;
American Telephone edged up
Mrs. Nowata For res, Box 169,
, with Procter &
Hazel; Mrs. Marilyn Lax, Rte. % to 427,e7/
es, Murray; Mrs. Alberta Hub, Gamble up a to 49%, and [talc
Rte. 7, Murray; Mrs. May Crock- 1% higher at 43% .
er, Puryear, Tenn.; D. D. Dunn
From CCII11. Die), Rte.2,Hazel;
Mrs. Mary J. Braun (From
oov. Div.), 303 So, 6th St.,
NOW YOU KNOW
Murray; Mrs. Kate Peery (Ex.
by United Press International
Ired), ley Concord.
The pendulum clock was in
vented by the Dutch astronomer and physicist Chnstiaan
The Romans, while develop- Huygens in 1657.
ing the science of bridge building discovered a natural cement.
* * *
A caryatid is a great female
figure used as an architectural
lupport,

HONOR ROLL

Carol Diane Burkeen made all
A's for the last semester at
WASHINGTON — Retiring House Speaker John W. McCormack,
Calloway County High School
explaining why young men with long hair don't bother hher
This
was not noted in the list
"I figure they'll meet some nice girl in a few years1Qdiscovered
in the
1—
al
published last week.
Persian Gulf
951.
soon be pushing a baby carriages."

Y's

9

S"!

k

COFFEE
.MATE
11

69'
Richtex - 3 lbs.

SHORTENING

English Mt-

FRENCH DRESSING
2 AV
WESSON OIL
Gallon

$2.65

CUT

151 Oz•

GREEN BEANS
efaonrs 250

S.12,1R,TLE)L111.1,1TE
CORN BREAD MIX

3'63. 29°

Bush Showboat '21 oz.

Pillsbury
,
!re
., Cream

SWEET POTATOES
29°

PAN1,AM:MIAs"
59°

1
umiontme

3 oz.

$1.09

s. „
6 oz.
hihjer's 950

Quart
Size

7 oz

89

Cit

:OM

59'

DO/'t

RAID HOUSE and

NIAGARA

SPRAY STARCH_:.2 _ 59° GARDEN SPRAY _ $1.39
PUREX _ _ _

—

—

—

gal.

35° BLACK PEPPER _ _201 29°
PRODUCE

SQUASH

lb 15°

CORN

McCRACKEN CA TOMATOES
SUNSHINE CHEELITS

PARTY PAK SWEET PICKLES

Ears

lb.

25°

390

1G-oz

35°
0

S —
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Coal miner
rejects sin
SISSONVILLE, W. Va.—Joe
Fitzwater spent 10 days trapped
in a flooded West Virginia coal
mine and "came out a Christian."
Fitzwater's brush with death
began May 6. 1968, deep inside
the Hominy Falls Coal Nlint in
Hominy Falls, W. Va.
men were
Twenty-five
working in the mine when they
aecidentally broke through a
tunnel wall into an adjacent —
and flooded — abandoned mine.
immediately becagte
They
trapped by high water. Solite
fled to high ground.
Fifteen of the miners were
located and brought out in five
days. Fitzwater and nine other
miners were given up for dead.
When the waters were pumped
out recovery teams found the
bodies of four miners.
Advancingfarther into the
mine they found Fitzwater and
five companions huddled together in a low tunnel where
the water had not reached
them. The six were brought to
the surface Max, 16.
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came out a Christian,- Fitz;water says. "It's the best thing
that ever happened to me."04`.
Rescue of the miners after
10 days underground with little food and water became
known as the "%tirade of Boniiny Falls."
The balding Fitzwater, 36.
still works underground miningcoal at Hornim Falls. But on
Sundays he can be found in
various churches around %est
Virginia telling his audience
hiporlie became a Christian
while trapped underground for
235 hours.
Fitzwater now wants to become a fulltime minister so he
can tell how he "gave up :life
of sin to become a Christian."

AUTOS FOR

New Datsu

EF
BE
ND
OU
GR
K.
EA
ROUND ST L. 79c
49'

We have several ec
Cs in stock. If
g for good
I'
cal transportation. co
these cars.

•
ION SIMCA. This is
bargain. should g
30 mpg. 4-door. R
beater. Clean ins
out. A real
$466.00.

FIELDS SMOKED

1965 VW. Real sound
rdcally. Red
needs a little pain
1410.00.

r

PICNICS

FIELDS
FIELDS CHESTNUT

SAUSAGE

Mgr

49'

69'

LB.

*

*

POTATOES
CARROTS
BAG LEMONS
CELERY
HOME GROWN TOMATOES
Idaho Baking

12-oz.

79'

RES

STRAWBEIEIRIES
HASH BROWN POTATOES
PIE SHELLS

1 lb. bag '
10

doz. 39'
15'

FOR MANS

10-ex.

3 Fo.$1

FROSTY ACR

1e lb.

1966 DATSUN 1300 4dan. Air condi
New tires. one
Nice. $945.00.

290

1969 DATSUN 4-Door'
96 h.p. overhead
_ Radio and hea
to choose from. $1

FROSTY ACRES Y'

I
TOASTER
PASTRIESJ/ I 2/49'
X
HTE
RIC
3
1
X
RICHTE
OIL
SHORTENING 07c 48 OZ. 89'
CAMPBELL
Price
Sportswear
DOG FOOD
PORK
Sale
12 CZ

8
it

FIELD TRIAL

2/335$449

0 LB.

300 CAN

3/89'

46 OZ.

COFFEE
lb.

LIMIT 2 LBS.

9.5 OZ.

2/35c

79c

59C
GAL.

/2
I

BAMA

APPLE
JELLY
18 oz:25c

11194 DATSUN 4-Door
Wagon. Automat'
conditioned.
Only $1595.00.
CLIP THIS COUPON

NESTEA MIX

b JOHNSON GROCERY Op
p
4' EXPIRES 7/4/70 -- •

/

64flop 01111.1.111,
KING SIZE DOWNY
* COUPON

51"

3/$10°

CATSUP

CRACKERS

8 OZ

1.11.2.1ENMCOUPON
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER
KING
OX PURCHASED
#
00
EACH
SIZE
THI THR
E 41/311/71
:
ONLY JON NSON^*
CCK*
WITH COUPON
CASH VALUX ItiOTH OF ONE CISI

.BIZ83rAT

STOKLEY5

STOKLEYS
SMALL WHOLE

TIDE
GIANT SIZE
75C

& Sycamore
Phone 753-7114
Open Friday Nit
Hit.? WANTE
WANTED: Dictaphone
with Medical treminol
perienoe. For Medical
Department. Apply in
at the idurray-Calloway
Hospital between the h
9:004:00, Monday thro
day.
SUMMER WORK for
part time and full •
time, day or evenings.
vashig. For -interview
meat mil 7534970 bet
and 4 p. in.
DON'T just sit in the
out in it selling wunde
oosmeties and
as much as you like
own time. Call quickly,
after 7 p. in., 365-94
Janet Kuniek, or write
2,13oz 136-A, Princeton

GOV'T RSOVEATIONS ANN

I3L9c8

OT

JOHNSON'S GROCERY

iter-McKi
Datsun

CLIP

2/39c

303 CAN

'1.49

USE TrnS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON

14 OZ.

2/45c
X
ENE
KLE
GATORADE TOWELS
35c 2 ROLL ?kg.

0000
ONLy AT

*

OFFER EXPIRES 1723fle
LINNT Osi COUPON Pfll PWICNASE
CASs VALUE 1/2901 OF I CENT
GIN't SEOULATIORS APPLy

NOTICE

DRIVE
detergent

"EN-ZOIVE _

BEETS

9

300 CAN

CUT

10c

WITHOUT
COUPON

460Z.

NABISCO RITZ

et

1.7 oz.

irdp

HI C DRINK
•

Yin DATSUN Pickup.
MI mpg. Clean. 91

1 PER FAMILY

ORANGE OR GRAPE

STOKLEYS

STOK LE Y5

0
OLD JUDGE

ORANGE
JUICE

BISCUITS

GREEN
BEANS

JUICE
TOMoEVS

K
KRAFT

HUNGARY JACK

1963 CHEVY 4-Door.
der automatic.
Radio and hea
6445.00.

1962 PONTIAC Tern
Station Wagon.
ant transporta
$175.00.

FROSTY ACRES
10 lbs.

VW. L o cal car
— nice. Only 8445.00
1963 VW. Local car. :I
ish, sound
Only $595.00.

IKE CHEVROLET 4
V-11, atitornatic.
Only $495.00.

PRODUCE
FROZEN FOODS

KUM

DOWNTOWN MURRAY

•

BEEF..TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

FLAVOR KIST

It's Time to
Open Your
Charge Account!

.Trade-Ins

Le.

•-•••"1..

First Rem
Regular
Price...
Second Item
at Price
Save Now!

my' ,

7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.

Store
Hours:

PURE

Swifts
Premium

SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEN

PRICES IN THIS AD GOOD
THRU JUNE 23rd

2/29c
KOTEX
45c

12 REG.

Redeemable only at
EXpres

BABY

FORMULA

1302.2/49C

-v4.1ITH TIMIS COUPON
Limit 1 coupotoppor
box •Purch"bse51

' GROCERY
JOHNSONS
Without Coupon

WWI

1.24

SAFTB

—COUPON-

LUX LIQUID
uith

SIMILAC

KING SIZE

Dermasir

KING 32 FL. Z. SIZE

59c

WITH THIS COUPON
Limit 1 coupon per
bottle purchased

N'S GROCERY
Redeemable only at JOHNSO
Expires 0/13/70 Without Coupon King Size

84'

CAIN & TAY

Comer of eth 1

AGE THIRTEEN
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TIMES - MURRAY, RENTfiCKT

Box S'e//,71.6k/e
libli,Rentfind
rimotAw rki

FOR RIOT

'SAL MATE POR SALE

ORAL IRATE FOR SALE

TWO-BEDROOM duplex *Part 3-BEDROQM, brick veneer du- NEW TWO-BEDROOM, with
plex, exce/lent condition, 2 carport and storage, electric
meet Phone 753-7850.
baths, kitchen, and large garage
NICE FURNISHED air condi on one acre lot just west of heat, storm windows and doors,
carpet, tile through entire
tinned apartments for c
Coldwater. Good income pro- house. 3/4 acre ground, one
girls. Call 753-5108 or 753-5886
perty.
west Coldwater, on gravel
&BEDROOM, brick veneer, 1% mile
SERVICES OFFERED
AUTOS FOR SALE
FOR SALE
road, $10,500.00. Phone 480-2023.
FOR RENT
AUTOS FOR SALE
kitchen,
and
large
den
bath,
FURNLSRED apartments and
2-22-P
SAWS PILED lawn mowers and ROOF PRORI-EmS:
carport, central heat
We have the 1969 JEEP, four wheel INV% SUEIROOM brick house, located private monas for college boys.
mall appliances repsired and meter. Apply new
of
acres
1960,
Built
priced
air.
in
APPROXIMATELY 12
roof with low mileage, has two toga Call 312 Imam Will be available Ca/1 753-5108 or 753-5865. TTC and
yard tools sharpened. 512 R. Ily-Klas Filarated
very z-easonabe.
L. H. Pogue farm at Penny.
July 12. Phone 492-82.83. 3-22-C
_Asphalt Alie- 753-7850.
TIC
South 12th
Phone 753- man= for cello 3 mats per
NICE FURNISHED house, close 2-BEDROOM, brick vendee, 1 See or call Eurie Garland 7536067.
June-23-C square foot. Seals out ram, in- 1966 FAIRLANE GT, Ford, 339 NICE furnished one end two- to college, for seven girls. Has bath, electric said gas heat, ga- 3724 or 753-4641.
2-18-C
two full baths. Must be 2.1 years rage and breezeway. Lot size
FLOOR SANDING and &deb- sulates and reduces interior Cu. Inch, 4-speed transmission. bedroom apartment. Couple onFOUR-ROOM frome house, Urge
ly. Located 100 South 13th old. Phone 753-5865 or 763-5108. 90' x 160' on Poplar.
Mg, new and old floors, work temperature by 15 degrees. See at 508 South 11th, $900.00
Street. Kelley's Peet Contra/.
We have several economy
TFC 3-BEDROOM brick veneer with paneled rooms, electric heat,
guaranteed, 25 years experience. Wears for years. AKA oboe speplenty
cars in stock. If you're
2-18-C FOUR-ROOM furnished apart two car garage on Belmont with good well, nice lawn and
cial 30 'Allen drum price at 1980 CHEVY, good condition,
Joh* Taylor, Wingo,
of shade. Near lake. Going
looking for good economiRoute 2, 42088; phone 376=1111. Hughes Paint Store
3-17.P TRAILER on Kentucky Lake, merit, private bath and en- sunken den and'kiteben, 154 cheapI Phone 753-7939. 2-18-P
$100. Call 753-8655.
bath, powder room, carpeted, lot
cal transportation,,consider
June-20-C
large private lot, airoondition- trance, air conditioned, utilities
JearalliC
size 105' x 155'.
1965 MUSTANG Sports coupe.
these cars.
furnished,
available
now.
709
Also
parking
place
for
2
PANASONIC
solid,state portable Blue with white interior, Va.
CARPENTRY: new or remodel3-BEDROOM brick veneer, 1% THREE-BEDROOM brick w1111
re trailers. Private lots near Poplar, phone 753-3948. J-17-C
ing. For free enizoates call tape recorder. Two tape speeds. Phone 753-4072 alter 5:00 p. in.
•
bath, central heat and air, den central heat and air, carpet
New
Concord.
Call
436-2323.
Hawley Bucy 492-8120.
2-18-P
FOUR-BEDROOM, two bath, kitchen, utility, two 4' deep throughout, carport, 14 tile
TFC AC-DC operated. Model No. RQ
2-18-C brick home, 1000 Sharpe
1025. Accessories; Dynamic mic
1966 STMCA. This is a re
Street closets, one closet 2' x 12', out- baths, built-1n Tappan applianWANTED: lawns to mow in the rophone with remote control 1967 OLDS 98 Luxury sedan.
bargain, should get ove
$115
month.
Yearly
Call side storage, located on 1308 ces, utility, on large lot. City
lease.
eity ls. Phone 753-8030.
switc.b, microphone came and Factory air and all power. 1968 FURNISHED apartment, one 753-5267 or 901-247-5468. TFC Kirkwood.
school district. Priced ands:
30 mpg. 4-door. Radio
TFNC hand belt, radio cord R, 3 inch Ford Torino Fastback. Gold cob block Irma University. Avail3 BEDROOM, • brick veneer, 1 $20,000.00. Phone 753-4316 after
heater. Clean inside a
reel and a magnetic ear phone. or. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta- able for summer, $25.00 per 10 x 55' 2-BEDROOM mobile bath, electric heat, hardwood six p. m.
J-17-NC
out. A real bargain a
Splicing tape and batter**. tion. Corner of 6th mid Maio week, plus utilities. Ideal for home, air conditioned, nice lo- Doors, utility, 75' a 130' lot on
$495.00.
-19-C
J
four
Used one montii, $40.00. Phone
students. Phone John Pao cation, 2 miles east of Murray. Ryan.
co 753-2649 for appointment. Available immediat' ely, $70.00 3-BEDROOM brick veneer, 1
753-3147 or 753-4875 before
1965 VW Real sound mecha
CHEVROLET
Impala
1966
NOTICE
four
9:00 p. m.
2-18-C per month. 12' x 50' mobile bath, eleotnic heat, carpet and
TIIIIC
nically. Red finish tha
door sedan. Factory air, power
home, 2 bedrooms, air condi- inlay, excellent condition, 80'
FREE, FREE, see a genuine
DIN
needs a little paint. 0
e SET with 6 choirs; steering and brakes. Brand new ONE two-bedroom 10 ft. wide tioned, automatic washer, newmoonshine whiskey atilt as disalso RCA television in good con- tires. 1967 Chrysler four door mobile home with air condition- ly furnished, available July 1.. x130', lot on Henry.
;695.00.
play in the Capri Theatre lobby.
dition. Will sell separate, for hardtop with factory air, pow- ing and automatic washer, $70 $80 month. Phone after 4:00 FARMS:
77 ACRES with 2bedroom No ticket purchase necessary
VW. Lti.n.a_l car.
Omforniation call 753-7508.
breitea. Cain puLmnnth. One 8 ft. wide two- p. in., 901442-3370.
3-13-F Ir. me house, 9 ante -corn base, to see the
still. Hews: Mon.
Wee. Only $445.00.
, $48.00 per month. One
J-18-C and Tayfor Gaff Station. Corntobacco base, 40 or 50 acres in thru Fri.-7:00 p. m. 11.1 10:00
Paving Co.
er of tith aid Main.
2-19-C onabedrocen, $45. per month. NICE two-bedroom trailer,
netivation.
3
Located
7
miles
1963 VW. Local car. Blue fin
p.
in.; Sat. & Sun. 1:00 p. m.
CHAMPION five-gaited show
Phone 189-3623.
2-18-C miles south of Murray off 641. 3outheast from Court Square.
FREE ESTIMATE
'iii 10:00 p. m.
Oslo sound condition
horse, 2 gental mar and colts; 1965 FALCON, 6-cylincier, auto3-26-C
For
information
ACRES
-bedroom
call
with
Si
753-4645.
3
brisk
AVAILABLE
NOW until Sepalso one Siamese kitten. For matic. 1964 Pontiac Bonneville
Only $595.00.
fireplace'
3
-18
-NC 'emer. 14-4 bath'
information call 753-1348 after Jour door hardtop. Factory air tember I Furnished efficiency
ea. FIGHT FATIGUE with Zippiet
North 16th.
1963 CHEVY 4-Door. 6-cylin
640 p. m.
3-19-C and all power. Real sharp car. apartment for couple or teach- SIX ROOM house at 721 Syca- port near
the great iron pill. Oly $1.98,
19 ACRES, 2.7 miles from Five mimed Drug.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. ers. Air conditioned. Between more. Available now. Phone
der automatic. Bel Air
753- Pointe.
A
GOOD
buy
.
.
.
give
University
it
a
try.
and
town.
6th
and
of
Main.
Phone
Comer
J-19-C
753Radio and heater. 0
PAOFESSIONAL Painting. In5024.
2-19-C 20 ACRES cn JJinny Rc hertson THE
Blue Lustre America's favorite
1299.
TRUE story of western
2-18-C
$445.00.
terior and exterior. References. carpet shampoo.
Road, 2.8 mike from 16th and Kentucky moonshiners during
Western Auto, 1963 FORD Galaxie four door
Free estimates. Phone 753-3486. Home of "The Wishing
Maio.
Well" sedan. Automatic and power ONE-BEDROOM furnished aprohibition will be told in 'The.
1963 CHEVROLET 4 - Door.
July-12.0
steering. 1965 Pontiac Bonne- partment, air-conditioned, locat65 ACRES with 73 acres TVA Moonshine War"... area preLOST & FOUND
V-8, automatic. Impala
ville, two door hardtop. Cain ed an Pane Street next to
;easement, church building and miere Wednesday, June 24th at
STUD SERVICE, AEC register- 16-FOOT
Only $495.00.
GLASPAR, 50 horse- mid Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- White Hall, $85.00 per month, LOST: one year old female frame house, silo and feeding the Capri
Theatre.
2-22-C
ed Toy Poodle and German
power Evinrude, break-down er of 6th and Mein.
Beagle. Has unweaned pups at system, automatic
3-19-C couples only. Call 753-3805.
watering
Shepherd. (Silver Poodle). Call
1962 PONTIAC Tempest 4-Dr
trailer. Call 753-9801.
home Return to 114 North 70 troughs (with heaters). Excel- WE WILL BEY old bens all
J-70-P
2-18-C
492-8371.
2-17-NC
Station Wagon. Excel!
1962 OLDS 88 four door herdStreet, Murray, or call 753-4101. lent cattle farm. Located in day Monday, .Tune 22 only. MarBEATEN clown carpet paths go top. Power steering and brakes- AT 302 NORTH 7th Street a
ent transportation.
3-18-P New Concord.
no Hatchery.
MOBILE
J-19-C
Hon ta. Mo- when Blue
MURRAY
Lapin arrives. Rent 1962 BUICK Station Wagon with three - bedroom unfurniahed
$175.00.
bile home service, sot-upend electric
frame
one
houses,
ACRES,
64
2
shampooer $1. Big E. rack on top and factory air. Cain home. Basement and gas furrepair. Highway 641 South,HurWANTED TO BUY
and, one stone, with bath, 2- BELTONE factory fresh hear1966 DATSUN 1300 4-Door
.1.20-C and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- nace, $75.00 per month. Phone
ray, Ky. Phone 753-3640. J-18-C
bedroom, fireplace, and panel- ing aid batteries ar all make
753-1503.
dan. Air conditioner
2-18-C
2-11EC
WANTED: 10 inch or larger ta- ed- Located on South 641.
CHOME TABLE and six chairs er of 6th and Maim.
hearing aids, Wallis Druge
WANTED: Vacant lot to mow in good condition.
New tires, one owner
Call 753-8243
FURNISHED apartment, three ble saw, in good condition LAKE:
H-1TC
J-23-Nt after 4 p. ñi.
Phone 753-3798.
Nice. ;945.00.
.
Oath=
492-8139.
2-18-C
15-B,
LOTS
51
J-17-C
HurleyA,
No.
rooms and bath on Olive Street,
1989
OLDSMOBILE
BALDWIN
PIANOS
and
maim
Cutlass, two blocks from campus. $60.00
Sub.,
Kelly
lot
130'
on
it
230'(
BUSH-HOGGING,
trimming
tree
1969 DATSUN 4-Door'
one-owner, power steer- per month. Phone 753-1503.
latit $10.00 monthly, rent apBlood River)
and removing, setting meter USED COLD-SPOT air-condition96 h.p. overhead care
ing and brakes, blue
LOTS No. 102-3-4-6 in Barkley plies to purchase. Used spinet
NOTICE
2-18-C
base poles. Also garbage pick er, 28,000 BTU, good condiRadio_ and heater.
with
pianos and organs. Lonardo
blue
interior.
Shores.
up. Cioll 436-2460.
2-22-C tion, $175.00. 753-2280. 3-17-C
SHED apartment at 1602
to choose from. $1495.00.
Bucket seats and conLOTS No. 425, 426, 427, 428, Piano Company "Your Comn
Avenue. Phone 753sole, stereo tape. New
CLEANINGEST carpet cleaner
561, 582, it Kentucky Lake Sub- plete Music Store". Paris and
Don't Forget
1968 DATSUN 4-Door Statio
BABY SITTING wanted. Phone you ever used, so easy too. Get
2-18-C
sold for $4200.00. Selldivision, Cypress Cove Subdivi- Martin, Tennessee.
7534497.
Wagon. Automatic a
ing price, 8317501
2-18-P Blue Lustre. Rent electric shamH-2-19-C
sion.
es,Ur conditioned. Nice. NEW
Day
WILSON MS. & Real Estate, WANDA GREEN is
FEMALE resident in Mur- pooer $1. Western Auto, Holm 1967 MUSTANG two door 2-BEDROOM apartment, kitchen,
now emOnly $1595.00.
753-5086;
753-3262,
Phones
ray desperately needs job. Will of "The Wishing Well". J-31-C
hardtop. Kentucky yelployed part time at the Beauty
This Sunday, June rlat
hall and bath, utilities paidCharlWilson,
Salesmen:
Lawry
do
any
work,
clerk,
waitress,
low.
One owner, 6-cylTWO FEMALE Weimaraner
Box, 705 Chestnut. She invites
Call 753-3948.
TENC
1987 DATSUN Pickup. Up
es McDaniel, Bill Adams. 3-19-C all her friends to call for apinder, radio, $1775.00.
fie 30 mpg. Clean. $1005.80. typing (nio shorthand). Please Apo abet* 6 months old. These
help. Phone 733-9434.
-bedroom
SUMMER
term,
3
RNA
2-18.0 boOpealtbe registered. Call 436The
pointment 753-7132.
PEP;
house and 10' x 50' mobile home.
.117-C
BY OWNER: Newly painted and
DWAIN TAYLOR
REPATIMYRK. Window. wash- 3516.
ELECEROLUX
SALES
Both
&
Stirsir
conditioned. Located
redecorated two-bedroom white
CHEVROLET CO,INC.
-College Shop
ed, clean garages, basements, Mg HONDA Sports, 330 CC.
at beautiful University Heights
vice, Box 218, Murray, Ky., C.
house
frame
on
North
8th.
Den,
painting and yard work Phone Call 753-7319.
M. Senders. Phone 382-2468
2-13-12
Mobile home park on North
South 12th Street
Acmes tram MU Library
utility, garage, air-conditioned
7534476 or 7534115 after 3:00
10th Street Call 436-5862 or
Lynnville,
P110110 753-2617
Ken
(ucky.
and
windows.
storm
Phone 7531969 HONDA CH 360. In good
jlitc
P. ft.
July-22-C
753-7770.
8th & Sycamore
2-19-C
.1-16C
E164.
2-30-C
condition. Pbone 489-3472.
Phone 753-7114
ONE-BEDROOM trailer. See
J-111C
Brandon Dill after 4:00 p.
Open Friday Nites
at Dill's Trailer Court, Murray AKC DALMATION pups, with
Nancy
Ernie Busluniller
Drive In Theatre entrance. No papers. Will trade one for 29HELP WANTED
Percy
outfit
aquarium
gallon
phone calls please.
2-19-C
DID You PRACTICE
M. Williams, phone (901) 642I'M SOR R Y - - WANTED: Dictaphone typist
2-20-NC
Paris, Tenn.
3151,
YOUR
PIANO LESSON
with Medical treminology ex-,
I SHOULD
perience. For Medical Records
WHILE I WAS OUT?
TOR SALE OR RENT: House
aucnom SALE
HAVE
SAID,
Department. Apply in person
bailer. Phone 753-7856 or 753at the Murray-Calloway County FARM-EQUIPME2ft Sale: The 8231.
2-22-C
:
NO,
MAM"
I
TiliJ
A
tir
Hospital between the hours of estate of Lubie B. McDaniel
9:00-4:00, Monday through Fri- *ill hold an auction sale of WESTINGHOUSE
coppertone
41•1"
YES,
day.
2-23-C Jinn equipment on Friday, refrigerator, $75.00. Plume 753..
Julie 19, at 1:00 o'clock p. in 8958.
MA'M
2-18-C
•••'.04.
SUMMER WORK for women, at the Lotrie McDaniel farm lo1 _
GOP
part time and full time pose cated live miles west of Mur- USED automatic washer. ExOons, day or evenings. No can- ray on the Lynn Grove High- cellent condition. Dunn's TV
•
sating. For -interview appoint- way. Items to be sold include: & Appliance, 118 South 12th
"
mi
'
t
ti:iih
j
,„
ment call 753-8970 between 2 Case tractor with plow, 3 John Street, Murray, Kentucky.
•
and 4 p. m.
2-17-C Deere tractors with cultivators
2-18C
•A.._
and
loader.
Case
hay
bailer,
DON'T just sit in the sun-get
CRUSHED STONE and sand
maw
out in it selling wonderful Avon New Holland rake, mower, hay Call, we deliver one ton or
truck,
hay
conditioner,
tobacco
.
.
cosmetics and toiletries. Earn
753-6319
Gardner
1,000.
/Paid
as much ais you like on your setter, Chevrolet truck, riding
11-1TC
own time. Call quickly, collect Lawn mower, combine-corn picka
after 7 p. m., 365-9424, Mrs. er, disk-borrow. Items may be ONE PHOTOGRAPHIC enlantAbbie 'N Slats
Janet Kunick, or write Route seen 18 oloieEtositoo":oolo 4ltsoset, and accessories. Cheap. Also
week prior to the sale. Joe Pat some women's clothes, size 7.
by R. Van Buren
2,'Box 136-A, Princeton,
Lamb auctioneer.
J - 19-C
J-18-C 'Phone 753-8256.
2-17-C
AO,
.,. ME OWN INVENTION TEAT'S
--ORR Ci/UCKLE
YER GOT NO
120 WAIT Voice of Music Mere
GOON' T' ADVANCA
SAT SACK TW
IMAGINATION
YERRRHAVE
Gar
YERR
NOTICE
amplifier, slightly uced, in good
THE ART 0'MAKIN'
HUMAN RACE BY
TkiA-rs FER
condition. Also 1964 Chrysler SELF A BRRROKEN
MOVIES BY A
A THOUSAND
SURE'
NECK,
BAOHLESS,
Aut.()
Imperial. air, all power, cruise
NUNDRIED
YEARRR5-MON .. ORR DID YE
zontrol, in excellent condition.
YEARS!
GET YERRR HEAD
Phone 753-5927.
2-19-C
CAUGHT IN A
BARRREL 0'
USED GE refrigerator in real
is
good iconditicia. Phone 753-5437
RUM??
If
3-19-C
m.
p
4:30
after

New Datsun
Trade-Ins

stmt.

Kentisekr,

BLACKTOP
DRIVEWAYS
_

Father's

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun

by

(NANCY,

fly

tor
jo

Y'J

_.„...,,

xy.

N

4

Autos up in Japan
TOKYO (UPI)-A record
309,000 new automobiles were
registered in March, the Japan
Automobile Dealers AssoriaLion reports. The association
said this was a 12.7 per cent
increase over the previous record o( 274,663 registered in
October, 1969, and a rise of
49 per cent over February and
over March,
t cent
13.2 per,
1969.
a •
* *

k

i4

Container cargo doubled

4,4

EX LUSIVEAliSTRIBIITORS
CAIN & TAYLOR GULF STATION
rner of 6th & Main

Phonc 753 58C2

'ROTTERDAM, Netherlands
((1P1)-Container cargo handled
by West European ports dim&
411 in 1969, the Rotterdam
Port Authority repork Of the
4.7 millien tons of container
cargo-compared with 2.7 million tons in 1968 44 per cent ,
bias handled 11 Rotterdam, 25
per cent In Amsterdam, 17
per rent I *Bremen and 10 tor
cent In Hamburg.
-
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Lil' Abner
•
.
OPIERSiatatitZ‘p
50 A WEEK WAS kAVE
se,
A PRINCELY WA6E
1937, CHIEF -BUT
HAVE \IOU NOTICED
How PRICES HAVE
GONE UP?

oiIi lite-

by Al Capp
IOU KNOW HOW MUCH IT

FORGIVE ME,

USED TO COST ME TOGO

FOR ADDING TO

TO THE CH I EFS' CON VENTION IN MIAMI?
-A FEW

HUNDRED!!

SORRows--

CH I EFYouRr

1
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LARGEST STOCK & BEST SELECTION
OF SPORTING GOODS
and FISHING TACKLE
in West Kentucky, and at the Lowest Prices!
Come In and See Why Everybody Shops at Uncle Jeff's

CREDIT TERMS
NOW! EASY-Saturday
____ 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Store Hours: Monday
Sunday

12:30 to 6:30

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: When our daughter graduated from high
school, she was described as "a highly intelligent,
well-adjusted, clean-cut girl,' so we were confident that we
could send her away to college.
Well, she has completed her sophomore year and we
have just learned,Hill oUr confidence in her was badly
misplaced. During her first year we noticed that her friends
appeared to be the "hippie type" . . but she defended them,
saying they were "good kids" and they all looked like that.
Last summer she worked at a resort. We visited her
frectuently and noticed nothing amiss. However, now we knew
that she sometimes 1
with boys who wereàival daUs.
Also, she slipped away one weekend to attend a "rock
concert" with three "guys" she hardly knew, and slept in one
room with them.
How does a well brought up girl turn into such a tramp?
She had love, a happy home, and a religious background. My
wife is under a doctor's care now and seems headed for a
nervous breakdown.
Perhaps if you publish this letter, some other kids will
see it and stop short of wrecking a happy family. We have
another daughter, younger, and it sickens me to admit that
my wife and I have lost all desire to bring her up. We feel
that teaching decency and honor to today's children is
useless
DEFEATED FATHER
DEAR FATHER: Is spite of the best parental guidance,
and the ultimate in examples of "morality" at home, our
young people today are faced with temptations we never
knew. [Drags, freaky friends, the horrifying fear that there
will be no "world" men Who knows?)
In say case, eve, the year eldest daughter fell under the
influence of her peer group, I urge you not to abandon your
responsibility as parents New. And the younger one deserves
your best efforts, too. These are times when our children
seed our love and understanding most
DEAR ABBY: I am not, a hippie. I am not a rebellious
student. I am a girl, 18 years old. I don't drink or smoke. I
don't use pot or LSD and I don't stand on street corners
waiting to be picked up.
I am a virgin and no boy puts his hands where they
Shouldn't be. I have plenty of dates. So what's my problem?
In your column you labeled me [and countless others] as
having no respect for ourselves. Why? Because we walked
with a boyfriend with our hands around each other's waists,
or we sat close together in a car. So what's wrong with an
expression of affection and love these days? Would you
rather we hid our feelings in the back seat of a car? Would
that be more "proper?" No one would see us there.
DISAPPOINTED IN YOU
DEAR DISAPPOINTED: Aw, come on! There is isethiag
wag with young levers lead eider ones. for that Matter]
expressing honest affection in public—TO A POINT. Rat that
"pellet" ends when they put their heeds where they shouldn't
be, exchange passionate kisses before God and everybody,
and give the general impressise that they are in a bedroom.
[Or would like to het]

$1

88

REMEMBER
FATHER
—

$388
• Orlon and Nylon
• Needs No Ironing
• Crew and Reg. Collar
Styles
• Solids - Stripes - Whites

Color Him Love From
Our Wide Selection of
Perma-Press

ACROSS
1-Ugly, old
awnm
4.Whip
8-(thiopien title
title
11-Everyone
12-Unit of Mallon
currency
11Nester
15-Refrained from
using
17-Ordinance
19-Preposition
20-Fish sip
21-Temporary bed
22.Flying menwnel
23-Barracuda
25-Vigor (colloq.)
26-Dines
27-Concealed
28-Distant
29-C.oniunction
30-Printer's
Measure
31-Missives
33-Prefis down
35-5t present
36-Reverence
37-Insect
35-Courage.
405._s
product
41 Temporary haft
42 Tear
43 Writing
implement
44 Outfit
45 Paid notrce
46-insect egg
47 Deer's horn
50-Greek letter
52 Otherwise
54 Before
55 Cry
56 Ascend
57 Rodent

I Possesses
2 High mountain
liesiimere

4-Escape
5-Cover
6-CoMuricCon
7-Lively dance
8-Uncooked
9-Indefinite
article
10-European
ermine
14-Eminent
16-Decay
111-Near
21-Sure
22-Evil
23-Pronoun
24-Metal fastener
25-Man's
nickname
26 Abstract being
28-Indefinite
number
29-Foist
31-Parcel of lend
32-Female sheep
338 state (abbr.)

DRESS SHIRTS

A brilliant young In
equally pleasing pen

We knew her parente
of her. Another pn
parents are Mr. an(
fort Hurt. Their a(
ceived his MD degree
Wells. There's one n
Callowayan to get t1
gree but we can't fi
of us remember who

KNIT SHIRTS
TO SURPRISE DAD AND
MAKE HIS DAY
EXCITING

• WHITES - PASTELS - STRIPES
• ALL FASHION COLLAR STYLES
• DACRONS AND COTTONS
$4.48
• SHIRT AND TIE SETS

Thanks to the highs
ment for patching t.1
Doran Road. Also
the weeds along the

TAKE A BELT
Fit To
Be Tied
For Dad

How,To Put Pop
In The Swim

To Wear With

Greet for Dad at the pool or at
the beach! From our guge selection of Men's ...

COME AND SEE
OUR BIG SPORTY
SELECTION

PRIDE!
High, wide and
randsome styles!
Shop from a fantastic
color range i
Don't miss out on this
GREAT GIFT VALUE

SPECIAL BUY FOFt
POPI FAMOUS BRAND

BOXER SHORTS
PACKAGE

$149

SWIM
SUITS

• BOXER OR BRIEF STYLE
• PLAIDS • SOLIDS
• STRIPES • PRINTS
• SIZES: SMALL - MEDIUM
LARGE - EXTRA LARGE
• DRAW STRING AND
BELTED

OF 2
• COLORS AND VOTE
• POLYESTER AND COTT&
ALWAYS A GREAT
FOR DAD!

HOSIERY
480 To

680

• STRIPES • PRINTS
▪ SOLIDS • FLORALS
• 100 DACRON
SILKS AND RAYONS

• NYLONS TO RAYONS
• SPORT TO DRESS

1FACtli

Dav Is

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

WO2 MOM ONAOD
031J OMR 030MA
MOM VOMBWOUON
MOO WM OPPN
020MUMNU
00033 MAN UAA
MUMMBO
DOM UUM UMR00
NJOBUNWO
00U0 00A OUWU
:!MIROMOROU MON
VOACTI BOA MOU
03000 OMA W20

WALK SHORTS

mammas

34 Lamprey
35-Pinch
37-Male attendant
38-Snatch
39-Is borne
40-Man's name
41-Illuminated
43-Greek letter

Democ
Langm
tut 01

A flosieughtv dclii
with Miss Lusanne
recently earned her
gree. She now beg
ternship.

'Letter writing ran be a breeze. For Abby's
hooldef.
"Row to Write Letters for All °cessions." send $I to
Abby. Box eves, Los Angeles, Cal. MSC

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

United Press]

Seen&H
Arounl

CONFIDENTIAL TO "JUST CURIOUS": Yea are
mistaken. A baby CAN be berm in the eighth month elf
pregnancy and weigh 1% pounds. This is common in
families where there is a history of diabetes.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box Mee, Los Angeles, CaL
1610611. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.

The Prim
Source of
In Murray
Calloway C

EASY CARE, EASY WEAR IN
POLYESTER, COTTON POPLIN

44-Part of leg
46-Catch
47 Beast or
burden
48- Period of time
49-Soak
5 -Preposition
53-Chinese male

Mena Summer
DRESS
and
CASUAl.

SLACKS
Prices Start at

PRICED FROM

Theo then was the
bumped his head an
to a 20-year coma.
refreshed and cleat
1090, he promptly
broker. With the hel
puter, his broker te
moment to report
shares of stock were
$8.5
"Wonderful." oar
man. "I'm rich!"
At which point th
operator came on U
said, "Your three r
up. Please deposit

Sergeant Frank Gib
be home from Tha
couple of months.

Althea' in bloom.
call them Rose of SI

Fellow says one of
est enemies is the
there will be more t
row than there isLtol

Ws ran a picture th4
of the water that
the south side of S3
ter a rain. There is
at all for surface wi
south side of the st
is a side ditch on th
on the east and west
street, but none alom
and ninth street arm
er just has no place
cept along the side 4
and pool up in the s

- HURT IN ACC
Paul Rogers of
18th Street, Murray,
ed injured in a law
cident yesterday abo
He was treated at
gency room of the
loway County Hos'
brasions to the legs
ation to the ear.

KAMER II

Ualead Pram tato

West Kentucky:
Friday. Warm end h
then not so warm Fr
today in the low t
Lows tonight in the
70.. Highs Friday i
90g. Winds westerly

EXTENDED OU
Extended weather
Kentucky Isturday
Monday:
A chance of thus
in the afternoons at
and not quite so war
through Monday. Hi
mid 70s to the mid 9
In the 50s to the low

Walk Shorts
for Father
Our walking shorts let
pop enjoy summer
while keeping cool and
comfortable.

These Casual and Dress Slacks ars made of
Dacron and Cotton to keep Dad in great form
and fashion. Never needs Ironing!
• SOLIDS • PLAIDS
• CHECKS • SIZES TO 30
• NEVER NEEDS IRONING

KENTUCKY LAKE
Kentucky Lake el
measured by Terme
Authority at 7 amlag with predictior
night tonight.
Lentucky liW 359
1Lentucky TW 305
Scott Fitzhugh 35C
&wet today, 8(
Friday 0:71.

